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Abstract

Ambient assisted living (AAL) has gained considerable attention in the last decades
as a solution for improving the well-being and safety of the elderly and of patients
with cognitive disabilities. As such, progress in this field is closely related to a
sensible increase in the quality of life for a significant share of the population.

Virtual stochastic sensors (VSSs) are a new paradigm in the field of modeling and
simulation which aim at combining the modeling flexibility of discrete stochastic
models (DSMs) with the partial observability of hidden Markov models (HMMs).
Although previous studies have shown the relevance of the field in several other
research areas, its applicability in AAL has not been extensively evaluated yet.

This thesis closes this gap by providing a comprehensive framework for applying
VSSs to the field of AAL. It does so by addressing several key modeling and simu-
lation concerns, including data preparation, conceptual and computational model-
ing, and respective limitations of the resulting solution. The proposed framework
is shown to be robust and able to handle real-world data from wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) without the need for extensive pre-processing and manipula-
tion. The experiments show a satisfactory classification performance for activity
prediction, as well as for computational resource consumption.

This thesis shows that VSSs are a feasible choice for AAL, opening several new
possibilities for future research. These include, among others, further developing
the model here proposed, extending the framework to multi-resident environments
and wearable sensors, and evaluating how the solution can be combined with other
machine learning techniques for a better activity recognition performance.

Keywords: Virtual Stochastic Sensors, Proxel, Hidden non-Markovian Models,
Augmented Stochastic Petri Nets, Human Activity Recognition, Ambient Assisted
Living
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction and thesis motivation

Smaller, cheaper and more powerful electronic devices have impacted society in
countless ways over the last decades. The world has evolved from room-sized com-
puters to nano-chips in a little more than half a century. The resulting pervasive-
ness of electronic devices has opened the doors to entirely new fields in academic
research. One of them is ambient assisted living (AAL), which focuses on how
electronic sensors can be used to determine and possibly predict the behavior and
activity of individuals within residential environments [3, 8, 23].

AAL and the related human activity recognition (HAR) tasks are often applied to
the field of healthcare, where close and continuous assistance becomes essential to
ensure the safety and well-being of elderly and patients with cognitive limitations
[3]. According to Baghezza et al. [3], the benefits of AAL include, among others,
more autonomy to the these groups, decreased costs of providing such extended
health support, and better comfort on a daily basis. Therefore, developing accurate
and cost-efficient activity recognition systems with a focus on AAL becomes a task
with a strong positive potential for society [3, 10].

Virtual stochastic sensors (VSSs) and their respective hidden non-Markovian model
(HnMM)-based computational models are a recent development in the area of sim-
ulation that enable the modeling of partially observable, complex systems [15].
According to Krull [15], the paradigm removes the memorylessness limitation of
hidden Markov models (HMMs) by allowing the hidden model of the system to
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

be a discrete stochastic model (DSM) containing transitions with generally dis-
tributed firing times. The author also highlights a key difference between HnMMs
and traditional machine learning techniques, namely, that the former explicitly in-
corporates knowledge about the hidden model structure [15]. While many applied
machine learning techniques are inherently opaque regarding the interpretability of
the trained model, HnMMs can drastically benefit from direct model manipulation
[15]. In the context of AAL, this benefit can be realized, among others, through
less data necessary for training, as well as through more meaningful adjustments
to the model (for example, when searching for the optimal number and positioning
of environmental sensors).

1.2 Thesis goals

This thesis provides a framework for applying VSSs to the field of HAR in the
context of AAL. Rather than simply delivering a working simulation model which
applies the current research on VSSs and HnMMs, the thesis aims at providing a
more in-depth outlook which addresses key issues on the following modeling areas:

• Conceptual modeling

• Data requirements and preparation

• Model evaluation and benchmarking

• Modeling constraints and limitations

Therefore, the main focus of this work is to evaluate under which conditions are
virtual stochastic sensors and hidden non-Markovian models a feasible and desir-
able choice in the field of AAL and, more generally, HAR.

1.3 Thesis tasks

In order to accomplish its main goal, this thesis addresses several major questions
in the four research areas mentioned above:

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

• Conceptual modeling: How should the user models for AAL tasks be
defined? What are the different strategies when modeling the activities of
an individual in a household?

• Data requirements and preparation: Which requirements must be ful-
filled when collecting the data for the model? How should the input data be
modeled?

• Model evaluation and benchmarking: How does the model’s level of
detail affect its classification performance and computational requirements?
How do performance measures vary for different configurations of the un-
derlying HnMM? Does the model provide a satisfactory performance when
compared to other publications in the same area?

• Model constraints and limitations: Which limitations of VSSs are par-
ticularly relevant in the context of AAL?

In order to achieve satisfactory answers, this research builds upon publicly available
datasets from previous AAL studies [1, 3, 7]. Such datasets have been collected,
examined, and peer-reviewed by groups of researchers with access to specialized,
not widely available hardware. Additionally, the available datasets contain a wide
variety of ambients and of sensor data, increasing the research possibilities of the
current thesis.

The results of this research bring several sensible benefits to both the field of AAL
and of VSSs. By modelling the HAR problem through the lenses of VSSs, and by
using the Proxel algorithm as a solution method, this thesis expands the applica-
tion area of VSSs to an entire new field, which in itself creates many possibilities
for future research. Additionally, should VSSs be shown to be applicable in the
fields of AAL and HAR, researchers in these areas can benefit from a new, more
flexible modeling paradigm than the currently available HMM-based variants. Fi-
nally, the possibility of directly influencing the user model allows researchers to
simulate how adjustments in the modeled environment impact recognition accu-
racy before dedicating resources to the actual deployment of these adjustments.
This direct modeling of the underlying system is not possible in most machine
learning techniques, and is valuable when aiming for developing cheaper, more
widely accessible AAL systems.

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.4 Thesis structure

In order to systematically approach all the areas described above, this thesis is
structured as follows. This chapter, Introduction, provides an overview of the im-
portance and applicability of the research. Chapter 2, Academic background, high-
lights the most relevant theoretical aspects related to the simulation tasks, as well
as the nature of the current research in the field of AAL. The third chapter, Data
selection, analysis and preparation, discusses the details of the selected dataset
and the tasks which were performed to both understand the data and shape it in
an optimal format for the computational models. Chapter 4, Conceptual modeling
and algorithm design, focuses on the qualitative aspects of defining the augmented
stochastic Petri net (ASPN)-based user models, as well as the many modeling
aspects and decisions related to applying HnMMs to AAL. The fifth chapter,
Experiments, evaluates the classification performance and resource requirements
of multiple configurations of the algorithm presented in Chapter 4. Additionally,
it compares the model proposed in this thesis with the existing literature in the
field of AAL on comparable datasets. Finally, Chapter 6, Conclusion, summarizes
the most important elements of this thesis and presents several opportunities for
further research.
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Chapter 2

Academic background

Based on the tasks and goals discussed in the previous chapter, this chapter dis-
cusses the necessary theoretical background in the four main areas of this the-
sis: ambient assisted living (AAL), the Proxel algorithm, virtual stochastic sen-
sors (VSSs), and hidden non-Markovian models (HnMMs). The first section pro-
vides a brief overview of the current efforts in AAL, together with a more detailed
discussion of how previous research applies hidden Markov models (HMMs) for
human activity recognition (HAR) within the field. The second section focuses
on the most important aspects of VSSs, namely, stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) and
their augmented variant, the Proxel algorithm, and HnMMs.

2.1 Related work on ambient assisted living

The field of AAL applies HAR with a primary focus of monitoring the health and
supporting the daily life of elderly and people with cognitive disabilities such as
dementia and Alzheimer [3, 8, 23, 24]. In order to achieve that, sensors distributed
in the residents’ environments, as well as wearable alternatives, can be used to
diagnose deviations from normality early enough to prevent diseases and major
damages to the residents’ health [1, 23].

This section’s goal is twofold: (1) to provide an overview of the different areas
within AAL and (2) to more closely examine relevant publications which directly
relate to this research. It grounds the analysis on the reviews of Baghezza et al. [3]
and Chen et al. [8], which provide a comprehensive overview of the different areas
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within AAL and HAR, as well as a diverse and representative pool of resources for
each of them.

According to Baghezza et al. [3], the field of AAL can be divided into two major
areas with respect to the activity recognition tasks: offline recognition and real-
time, distributed systems. According to the authors, the first approach follows
the traditional sequential process of sensor deployment, data collection, data pro-
cessing, feature extraction, model training, and, finally, activity recognition. The
task of data collection is virtually decoupled from the later steps, and may happen
days, months, or even years prior to the modeling and prediction tasks [3]. This
makes the data from offline recognition systems suitable for direct use by later
research exploring new modeling paradigms but not focusing on the data collec-
tion stage. Real-time systems, on the other hand, pose additional challenges for
data reusability. Since the focus is on real-time data aggregation from distributed
sources [3], future research aiming at reusing the data should correctly replicate
the real-time setting where the data was first collected and analysed.

The data collected for HAR purposes can take many forms, ranging from wear-
able devices to external, non-intrusive environmental sensors [3, 8]. According to
[3] and [8], wearable sensors are composed mainly of accelerometers, gyroscopes,
and magnetometers, while environmental sensors have a more diverse nature and
include, among others, motion, distance, temperature, humidity, light, sound, and
pressure sensors. Work has been done with video and audio capture devices, but
privacy and non-intrusiveness concerns are quickly deprecating such sensors [8].
One important difference between wearable and environmental data sources is the
shape of the generated data [3]. More specifically, wearables often provide more
complex readings, and the sensor emissions are considerably more frequent than
in setups with environmental sensors [3].

Another important aspect of HAR refers to the data annotation process. Baghezza
et al. [3] discusses the three methods most often used by researchers within the field
of offline recognition. The first one involves the active observation of the subject by
the researcher, who is responsible for labeling the activity being currently executed.
Naturally, such setup is possible only in supervised, laboratory experiments. The
second method uses video recordings to label the data after it has been collected.
For the same reasons as those presented in Chen et al. [8], video surveillance for
later labeling is not a common practice. While this is a possibility in controlled
environments, unsupervised experiments are not suitable for video post-labeling
due to privacy concerns [8]. The final approach taken by researchers requires
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the subject to label which activity is currently being performed [3]. Different
approaches were taken to enable such labeling. For example, van Kasteren et al.
[25] provided the subjects with Bluetooth headsets so that the activities could be
labeled via voice commands, and Tunca et al. [23] spread several devices across
the environment so that the subjects could more easily label the start and the end
of activities.

2.1.1 Applications of hidden Markov models in ambient as-
sisted living

In order to provide a closer link between the current efforts in the field of AAL
and this thesis’ simulation background, this subsection presents several papers
which apply HMMs for HAR. The references are taken from the already examined
publications of Baghezza et al. [3] and Chen et al. [8]. Since the focus is on
HMMs, papers which use other user or computational models are excluded from
this subsection.

Van Kasteren et al. [25] implement, among other classifiers, a basic HMM and
a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM). The authors have worked solely with
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which are normally composed of multiple types
of environmental sensors. The data for every sensor was collected with a one-
second granularity and pre-processed following three different feature representa-
tion strategies. In the first one, the raw representation, the sensor readings
were left unchanged before being fed to the algorithm. In the second approach,
the changepoint representation, a reading of 1 was emitted only when the
respective sensor has changed its state; otherwise, a reading of 0 is emitted. In
the third method, the last-fired representation, the sensor which has fired last
emits a reading of 1, and all the other sensors emit a reading of 0 [25]. With re-
spect to the data annotation process, the authors adopted a subject-based labeling
through either handwritten diaries or Bluetooth headsets. The data collection was
conducted in three different houses, all with a single inhabitant, and the number
of deployed sensors varied from 14 to 23. The experiments were divided into two
groups: the first one focused on the impact of different lengths for the time slices
used to discretize the sensor data, and the second one focused on the performance
when using different feature representation strategies. As expected, the findings of
the first experiment group indicate that longer lengths for the time slices lead an
overall poorer classification performance. The findings of the second experiment
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group clearly show that the changepoint representation is the most efficient one
for HMM-based models [25].

Tunca et al. [23] also include HMMs when modeling multi-resident activities. Al-
though the authors do not provide any details about how the HMMs were designed
nor how the data was pre-processed, the experiment results show that HMMs per-
form relatively well when compared to the other classifiers used (Decision Trees,
Multi-Layered Perceptrons, k-Nearest Neighbors, and Time-Delayed Neural Net-
works) [23]. According to the authors, the duration of an activity, the time of the
day, and the frequency with which it is executed are the three most important
dimensions for learning the habits of the residents and detecting deviations from
normality. Changes in any of these three indicators can then be identified as a sign
of anomalous behavior, specially in elderly and people with cognitive disabilities
[23].

The hybridization of HMMs and other discriminative models has also been ex-
plored. Ordóñez et al. [20] provide a more detailed overview of how such tech-
niques have been applied to other domains, and explore how artificial neural
networks (ANNs) and support vector machines (SVMs) can be combined with
HMM-based systems for improved classification performance in HAR. The model
proposed by the authors combines an HMM, responsible for modeling the temporal
dependencies between the activities, and either an SVM- or ANN-based discrimi-
native model to compute a posteriori symbol emission probabilities. These symbol
emissions are then used during the training of the HMM. According to the exper-
iment results, the hybrid models perform significantly better than pure HMMs.

Finally, it is valid to highlight that the activity recognition task, as well as the
use of HMM-based recognition models, is not limited to only identifying which
activity is currently being performed by the subject. Nait Aicha et al. [19] use
environmental sensors and focus on designing a model for recognizing when the
subject receives visits. Forkan et al. [12] use HMMs as a major component of
a recognition system responsible for detecting anomalous behavior in a subject’s
daily routine. Ordóñez et al. [20] mention the benefits of AAL when applying the
knowledge in the field to monitoring and optimizing the energy consumption of
households.

The field of AAL is populated with a myriad of efforts to achieve better recognition
accuracy (see [3] and [8] for a more detailed list of non-HMM-based methods). As
seen above, HMMs and their extensions play a central role in the field, and are
one of the most popular choices in previous research. This is probably due to the
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fact that HMM models easily allow the researcher to incorporate model knowledge
into the hidden system. This is not possible, for example, with neural networks,
since they are black-box models by definition.

2.2 Previous work on virtual stochastic sensors

Virtual stochastic sensors are a modeling paradigm for behavior reconstruction of
partially observable stochastic systems which overcome the limitations of HMMs
[15]. This section’s goal is to provide an overview of the different elements involved
in this paradigm, and how they relate to the field of AAL. It starts by discussing
SPNs and their augmented version, augmented stochastic Petri nets (ASPNs) [5,
15], as a user model for conceptually modeling an HAR system. It then advances
to reviewing the Proxel algorithm, and how it can be used as a solution method for
VSSs. Finally, it discusses how the computational model can be formalized with
HnMMs and how the Proxel algorithm should be adjusted for state-based symbol
emissions.

2.2.1 Augmented stochastic Petri nets

The base SPN user modeling paradigm used in this thesis is originally presented in
Krull [14] and further discussed in Krull [15]. The model combines different aspects
of distinct SPN classes to allow for generally-distributed timed transitions, while
keeping the main modeling characteristics of Petri nets such as places, input and
output arcs, guard functions, and arc multiplicities [14]. The complete terminology
and respective definitions can be found in [14] and [15]. Of particular relevance
for this thesis are the following characteristics, all described in Krull [15]:

• Simultaneously-enabled immediate transitions: When modeling hu-
man activities through an SPN, it is essential to allow tokens to flow from
one particular place to several other places based on probabilities. This
is necessary to correctly represent the transitions between the execution of
different activities.

• Generally-distributed firing times: As it will be shown in Section 4.2,
the duration of human activities is often not exponentially distributed. There-
fore, the memorylessness assumption rarely holds in the context of AAL, and
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the chosen user model must be able to represent and handle timed transitions
with arbitrary firing times.

One central element missing in the aforementioned SPN definition and necessary
for HAR is the possibility of incorporating symbol emissions into the system and
of connecting them to places and transitions. For that purpose, Buchholz [5] intro-
duces the augmented stochastic Petri net (ASPN), which provides the necessary
constructs to link symbol emissions to the timed transitions of the system. While
this is beneficial in many scenarios, transition-dependent output symbols are not
sufficient for HAR tasks. This is mainly due to the fact that the subjects are
constantly triggering sensor emissions while executing activities, rather than when
transitioning between them. In fact, HAR can benefit the most from having a
hybrid system which can work with both transition-dependent, as well as state-
dependent symbol emissions (on this topic, van Kasteren et al. [24] mentions how
door sensors hold significant information regarding activity switches). Therefore,
the adopted user model is the version formalized in Krull [15], which extends the
original ASPN to state-based symbol emission probabilities.

2.2.2 Proxel solution algorithm

The introduction of simultaneously enabled non-Markovian timed transitions raises
the need for a more flexible solution algorithm than the currently available HMM-
based methods and respective extensions [15]. The Proxel algorithm, first pro-
posed by Horton [13] and thoroughly discussed in Lazarova-Molnar [18], provides
the necessary constructs for numerically approximating the results of such complex
systems [15]. As clarified in [13] and [18], the Proxel algorithm employs supple-
mentary variables as a solution method, therefore generating deterministic results
and avoiding the complexities of handling partial differential equations analyti-
cally. In summary, the Proxel algorithm approximates the results of a discrete
stochastic model with general firing times by discretizing them according to a cho-
sen timestep ∆t and calculating all the possible system paths, together with their
respective probabilities [15, 18].

Each Proxel, or Probability Element, encodes a particular state of the system at a
specific point in the simulation time, as well as the probability of the system being
in that state [13]. More formally, a Proxel is defined as a tuple ρ = (S, p), where p
is the probability of the system state S, and S is given by the tuple S = (m,~τ, t),
where m represents a specific marking of the underlying SPN, ~τ encodes the ages
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of the enabled timed transitions at marking m, and t expresses the simulation
time [5, 13, 15]. Lazarova-Molnar [18] introduces an additional element to the
Proxel tuple, R, responsible for storing the history of previous system states which
preceded the current Proxel. While this information is necessary when addressing
the evaluation and decoding problems, it is often not used due to the large memory
overhead it requires [15].

As discussed in [15] and [18], the choice of the timestep size has a direct impact on
the algorithm’s accuracy and computational performance. While smaller timesteps
lead to more accurate probabilities and overall result, they can impose prohibitive
computational constraints due to the fast exponential growth of possible system
paths. On the other hand, larger timesteps allow for longer simulation times but
lead to less accurate results [15].

Of central importance to the Proxel algorithm is the approximation of the firing
probabilities of all enabled timed transitions at a certain simulation time for a given
timestep ∆t. For an enabled transition with probability density function (PDF)
f(x), cumulative distribution function (CDF) F (x), and age τ , the probability
of firing, given that it has not fired yet, is defined by the instantaneous rate
function (IRF) [13]:

h(τ) = f(τ)
1− F (τ) (2.1)

As the Proxel algorithm discretizes the system time using a timestep ∆t, it is of in-
terest to compute the IRF for the entire timestep. Since the analytical solution of
the respective integral often has no closed form, a numerical approximation is nec-
essary [18]. In order to simplify the calculations, the Proxel algorithm assumes that
at most one enabled transition can fire within a given timestep [15, 18]. Lazarova-
Molnar [18] describes several implementation possibilities for this approximation.
Among the variations proposed by the author, this thesis will adopt the trapezoid
approximation, which is defined as [18]:

µ(τ) = ∆t× h(τ) + h(τ + ∆t)
2 (2.2)

Where the second element of the product represents the approximation of the IRF
between τ and τ + ∆t.
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The flexibility and mathematical ease with which the Proxel algorithm approx-
imates the solution of complex systems with multiple simultaneous timed tran-
sitions is only possible due to the so-called basic assumption of the algorithm
[18]. This assumption states that only one transition can happen within a single
timestep [18]. According to Lazarova-Molnar [18], such restriction may be realistic
or not, depending on the size of the chosen timestep and on how often the system
transitions between states. In the context of AAL, it is a common practice to
assume a discretization step of ∆t = 60s [3]. Given that activity durations of less
than one minute seldomly happen, the basic assumption of the Proxel algorithm
is unlikely to impose significant accuracy penalties for HAR when adopting this
length for the timestep.

2.2.3 Hidden non-Markovian models

Hidden non-Markovian models (HnMMs) aim at combining the modeling flexibil-
ity of discrete stochastic models (DSMs) with the HMM capabilities of modeling
partially observable systems and behavior reconstruction [15]. As such, they are a
modeling paradigm which can be used to transform the ASPN-based user models
into computational models [15].

The initial formalization of HnMMs proposed by Krull and Horton [16] and used
by Buchholz [5] shifted the symbol emissions from state-based to transition-based
[16]. More specifically, while HMMs emit symbols at regular intervals depending
on the state the system is in, the original version of HnMMs emits symbols during
state transitions. Whether all or only some state transitions trigger a symbol
emission is a decision which must be made during the modeling phase [16].

Such a configuration is not suitable for HAR tasks, since, as already discussed,
symbols are emitted more often during the execution of activities rather than
when transitioning between them. Therefore, a second variant, proposed by Krull
[15] and which allows for state-based symbol emissions, must be used. In the state-
based variation, the focus is shifted back to the hidden states of the system rather
than the transitions. As Krull [15] clarifies, the two necessary modifications in the
original version are (1) to detach the emission probabilities from the transitions
and (2) to reintroduce the symbol emission probability matrix B from traditional
HMMs. Equation (2.3) describes the final elements that must be present in the
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formal definition of such an HnMM [15]:

S : set of system states {s1, s2, ..., sn}
V : set of discrete output symbols {v1, v2, ..., vm}

TR : set of state transitions {TR1, TR2, ..., TRk},
where TRi = (f(x), aging), and
f(x) : Defines the probability distribution
aging : Boolean whether the transition is race age

B : {bjk}, the output symbol probabilities for each symbol vk

and state sj

A : time-dependent transition matrix {aij}n×n, where aij ⊆ TR

Π : initial probability vector (π1, π2, ..., πn)

(2.3)

Adaptations to the Proxel solution algorithm for state-dependent symbol
emissions

Krull [15] also proposes an adapted version of the Proxel solution algorithm es-
pecially suited for behavior reconstruction tasks using HnMMs. According to the
author, the modified version requires two adjustments to the original algorithm.
Firstly, Proxels which contain a state that could not have emitted the observed
symbol are discarded. In other words, once a symbol vk is observed, every Proxel
containing a state sj for which bjk = 0 can be removed from the algorithm [15].
Secondly, the remaining Proxels’ probabilities must be multiplied with the prob-
ability of emitting the observed symbol vk [15]. This modification is necessary
so that the path probabilities are correctly scaled during the execution of the
algorithm and can later be used for the evaluation and decoding tasks [15].
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Chapter 3

Data selection, analysis, and
preparation

The previous chapter provided the theoretical foundations for the modeling and
simulation methodologies used in the remaining of this thesis. Before, however,
discussing the many practical aspects of the modeling task and how they can
be applied in ambient assisted living (AAL), it is necessary to understand the
nature of the data used for the analysis. This chapter focuses on the details of the
dataset selection process and the particularities of the chosen dataset. In order to
achieve this, the chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, it provides an overview
of the relevant data selection criteria, in order to situate the reader regarding
which major aspects were considered when choosing a specific dataset. It then
presents two publicly available human activity recognition (HAR) datasets and
briefly discusses their classification with respect to the aforementioned criteria.
Finally, it examines the details of the selected dataset for this thesis, CASAS
Aruba 2010 [6], by discussing the quantitative characteristics of the data, as well
as the relevant preparation and transformation steps before the modeling and
experimentation phases.

3.1 Dataset evaluation criteria

The fields of AAL and, more broadly, HAR, benefit from a relatively large set
of publicly available datasets. Therefore, it is necessary to define several crite-
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ria in order to evaluate which datasets are suitable for hidden non-Markovian
model (HnMM)-based computational algorithms, as well as which ones fit the
overall goal of this research. This section presents the four main aspects consid-
ered when evaluating the available datasets: (1) whether the data is annotated, (2)
whether there is a single or multiple residents in the environments, (3) whether the
data originates from wearable or environmental sensors, and (4) whether the data
collection was carried in a controlled (laboratory) or uncontrolled (unsupervised
residence) environment.

3.1.1 Data annotation

HnMMs require labeled data for the construction of the hidden models, as well as
for the estimation of the respective required inputs. Without any labeled data,
constructing a meaningful model becomes almost impossible due to the lack of
knowledge about which activities a subject is performing. Therefore, annotated
data is essential for the correct design and execution of the computational algo-
rithms. Although most of the publicly available datasets provide annotated data,
not all of them fully describe the annotation process. This makes verifying the
complete correctness and reliability of the labels virtually impossible. Nonetheless,
it is possible to scan the datasets for poor annotation procedures (many incorrect
labels, misaligned data, among others) and discard the datasets which do not meet
minimal quality requirements.

3.1.2 Single- vs. multi-resident data

The second criterion relates to whether the available data is from single- or from
multi-resident environments. Single-resident unsupervised environments, although
easier to model and analyze than their multi-resident counterparts, are hardly ever
available, since even a one-person household eventually receives visits or has third-
parties entering the premises. Truly singe-resident data, in which a single subject
is responsible for all the sensor emissions, can be ensured only within a controlled
experiment environment. Therefore, this criterion closely relates to the fourth
characteristic of whether the data is collected in a laboratory or in a residential
environment. While both types of datasets could theoretically be used for the
construction of HnMMs, this thesis will focus on single-resident datasets. This is
mainly due to the fact that this research provides an initial feasibility study, and
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multi-resident datasets impose considerable additional challenges when compared
to single-resident environments [23].

3.1.3 Wearable vs. environmental sensors

A third differentiating characteristic for the datasets refers to whether the sensors
are attached to the body of the subject or spread throughout the environment
in which the activities are performed [8]. Sensors attached to the body through
wristbands, smartphones, or dedicated hardware, offer higher precision with re-
spect to body movements, making them more reliable when detecting anomalous
or dangerous movements [3]. Environmental sensors, on the other hand, provide
less accurate information with respect to body movements and to which subject
has triggered the readings, but offer higher context information since they are in-
evitably bound to a certain location within the environment [8]. In the context
of this thesis, environmental sensors, in particular motion sensors, are prioritized
due to the simpler, binary nature of their data. As Baghezza et al. [3] highlights,
wearables may emit hundreds of complex, non-binary readings per second, thus
requiring extensive pre-processing steps before the modeling and prediction stages.
Additionally, sensor readings with a continuous range require more complex user
and computational models for the underlying HnMMs [15], which goes beyond the
scope of this thesis.

3.1.4 Controlled vs. uncontrolled environment

The final criterion relates to whether the data collection was performed within
the controlled conditions of a laboratory experiment or from the residences of
the subjects. This criterion is relevant for several reasons. Firstly, a laboratory
environment presents considerably less room for noise in the data. No external
parties enter the environment during the task execution, except when explicitly
required and expected by the experiment. Additionally, laboratory data may in-
tentionally introduce incorrect steps in the execution of tasks, as to provide a more
diverse and realistic sample (as discussed in [11], several of the CASAS project’s
datasets [7] fall under this category). In uncontrolled environments, such rigorous
and predictable process is not feasible. Instead, subjects may perform the same
activity in multiple ways, may welcome external parties into the resident, and may
unconsciously introduce noise to the data [3]. Since AAL targets mostly unsuper-
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vised environments [3], this thesis will focus on datasets collected within actual
residences.

3.2 Overview of publicly available datasets

With the data evaluation criteria defined, the next step is to assess how some
of the most widely referenced public datasets in the field of AAL fit into the
mentioned categories. Since the focus of this thesis is on environmental sensors,
this section discusses two sources which provide publicly available wireless sensor
network (WSN)-based datasets for HAR, namely, the CASAS project [10] and the
ARAS dataset [1], and evaluates whether they meet the necessary constraints for
further usage in this research. Although van Kasteren et al. [24] and Amato et al.
[2] provide sources for several publicly available datasets, the data could not be
retrieved at the time of this writing.

3.2.1 CASAS project

The CASAS project provides direct access to a rich collection of 66 HAR datasets
with varying characteristics [7, 10]. Since the core goal of the project is to provide
an affordable WSN system for activity monitoring, all the datasets are based on
environmental sensors [10]. Out of the 66 directly available datasets, 16 provide
fully annotated data. From the datasets which provide labeled data:

• Six take place in a laboratory environment, and the remaining 10 take place
in an unsupervised residential environment.

• Six are from single-resident experiments (three from controlled environments
and three from uncontrolled), and the remaining from multi-resident exper-
iments.

• Two provide data from sources other than environment sensors, and the
remaining 14 use solely the sensors provided in the original CASAS sensor
bundle.

In general, the datasets from controlled and uncontrolled environments provided
by the CASAS project are suitable for two different research goals for applying
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HnMMs in the context of AAL. The datasets from controlled environments focus
mostly on a single activity being performed by multiple subjects, therefore being
suitable for evaluating whether a certain HnMM is general enough to recognize an
activity being performed by an unknown subject. The datasets from uncontrolled
environments follow one or more subjects over several weeks or months, thus being
suitable for evaluating whether a system of HnMMs can correctly predict the
behavior of the subject(s) when unlabelled data is fed to the algorithm.

One limitation of the CASAS project relates to the lack of detailed information
regarding the annotation process for each specific dataset. Although some publi-
cations related to the project [10, 11] clarify that several datasets were manually
labeled by an external observer, information about the process adopted for specific
datasets is not widely available. The documentation shipped with each available
dataset contains a brief explanatory note about how the data was collected and
how the sensors are distributed, but little or no information regarding how the ac-
tivity labels were identified and synchronized with the sensor data. This prevents
a closer inspection of whether the labeling process is accurate or whether the data
contains systematic biases.

3.2.2 ARAS dataset

The ARAS dataset, published by Alemdar et al. [1], offers fully annotated se-
quences of activities for two households, each with two residents, and each for the
period of one month. The set of deployed sensors is composed of seven different
types, including, among others, force sensitive resistors, distance, temperature, and
humidity sensors [1, 23]. There are 27 distinct activities for each household in the
dataset [1], which raises the question of whether the data sample is large enough
to be representative of the activity patterns of each household member. According
to Alemdar et al. [1], the activities were labeled by the residents themselves with
help of interactive devices spread across the residential units. Additionally, a pre-
synchronization of the sensor and label data was performed before publishing the
dataset [1]. Since the specifics of the synchronization process are not described in
the original paper, it is not possible to conclude whether there are any major mis-
calculations during the process. Furthermore, the manual annotation of the data
by the residents may lead to missing or incorrect labels should any of the residents
forget to register an activity switch or erroneously enter data in the interactive
device [3].
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3.2.3 Selected dataset

The main goal of this thesis must be kept in mind when selecting a relevant dataset
for further analysis and experimentation. As discussed in Chapter 1, the central
purpose of this research is to evaluate whether virtual stochastic sensors (VSSs)
are generally applicable to the field of AAL. Therefore, the focus of the analysis
lies on residential, uncontrolled environments. Additionally, since multi-resident
environments introduce considerable modeling challenges, this initial feasibility
study focuses on single-resident datasets.

Since the ARAS dataset provides only multi-resident data, it is not suitable for the
current research goals, leaving only the CASAS project as a suitable source. From
the available datasets in the project, only the CASAS Aruba 2010 and the CASAS
Milan 2009 fully qualify for usage in this thesis. More specifically, they are col-
lected in residential environments with one resident and are fully annotated. Since
CASAS Aruba 2010 contains roughly three times more data than its alternative,
it has been chosen as the applicable dataset for the remaining of this research.

3.3 CASAS Aruba 2010: Data analysis and prepa-
ration

The next step after having selected the appropriate dataset is to understand the
overall characteristics of the data. This section discusses the most important efforts
and respective findings of the data analysis and preparation implemented by this
thesis. More specifically, it discusses the general shape of the available data, issues
with data quality, corrective measures implemented, and transformations necessary
to prepare the data for the Proxel algorithm.

3.3.1 General data characteristics

The CASAS Aruba 2010 dataset provides annotated data for the daily activi-
ties of a single resident for 220 days [6]. Although the dataset is regarded as a
single-resident, the documentation explicitly mentions that eventual visits from
external parties took place during the experiment [6]. The residence in which the
experiment was conducted was equipped with 40 sensors, 31 of which were motion
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sensors, 5 were temperature sensors, and 4 were door sensors. The motion and
door sensors provide binary data - ON/OFF and OPEN/CLOSE, respectively -, and
the temperature sensors provide continuous data. Additionally, the readings of
the motion and door sensors are invariably bound to the individual’s or external
parties’ movements, while the temperature sensors may emit readings also in the
subject’s absence. The shape of the raw data is described in Table 3.1.

Timestamp Sensor ID Sensor state Activity description

2010-11-04 00:03:50.2095 M003 ON Sleeping begin
2010-11-04 00:03:57.3993 M003 OFF
2010-11-04 00:15:08.9848 T002 21.5
2010-11-04 00:30:19.1855 T003 21

...
2010-11-04 05:40:42.4527 M007 ON
2010-11-04 05:40:43.6426 M003 OFF Sleeping end
2010-11-04 05:40:44.2235 M003 ON
2010-11-04 05:40:45.9398 M005 ON
2010-11-04 05:40:46.3108 M003 OFF
2010-11-04 05:40:51.3037 M004 ON Bed to Toilet begin

Table 3.1: CASAS Aruba 2010 raw data

The dataset contains 1,713,122 sensor readings in total, among which:

• 1,589,887 (92.8064% of total readings) are motion sensor readings;

• 116,453 (6.7977% of total readings) are temperature sensor readings;

• 6,782 (0.0396% of total readings) are door sensor readings.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, this thesis will focus on binary sensors due to their
considerably simpler value range. Additionally, as they compose the vast majority
of the total readings, it is estimated that they hold enough information for the
proper execution of the modeling and prediction tasks.
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The following activity list and respective counts are provided by the dataset doc-
umentation [6]:

• Relax: 2910 occurrences

• Meal preparation: 1606 occurrences

• Enter home: 431 occurrences

• Leave home: 431 occurrences

• Sleeping: 401 occurrences

• Eating: 257 occurrences

• Work: 171 occurrences

• Bed to toilet: 157 occurrences

• Wash dishes: 65 occurrences

• Housekeeping: 33 occurrences

• Respirate: 6 occurrences

As it can be seen, the dataset is highly unbalanced with respect to the activity
labels, requiring further attention when performing the experiments and analyz-
ing the results. The Respirate activity calls for special attention since it has
only six data points over the entire data collection period. Due to its very low
representation in the dataset, this thesis has opted not to include it in the mod-
eling and experimentation phases. Additionally, Enter home and Leave home do
not exactly correspond to activities, since, as it can be seen in Figure 3.1, their
executions have negligible durations. With the maximum length being less than
two minutes, it is clear that such activities should be interpreted rather as signals
indicating that the subject has entered or left the premises. While these could
be used to try to improve the classification performance of the main algorithm as
suggested by van Kasteren et al. [24], they will not be included in the algorithm
design phase. This leads to a set of eight activities to be considered during the
modeling and experimentation steps.
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(a) Distribution of durations of Enter
home activity

(b) Distribution of durations of Leave
home activity

Figure 3.1: Distribution of durations for Enter home and Leave home activities

3.3.2 Issues with data quality

In addition to removing the three activities mentioned above, the following issues
regarding data quality were noticed and fixed during a preliminary data analysis:

• Data duplication: The day 2011-05-23 contained duplicated entries. Since
both the timestamps and sensor readings were identical, the solution was to
simply remove the duplicated rows from the dataset.

• Incorrect sensor labeling: Five sensor readings did not correspond to
actual sensors. They were removed from the dataset and considered noise.
Since the number of mismatched sensor labels is very low, manual exami-
nation of the surrounding readings was carried to ensure the data removed
did not incur in information loss nor introduced any inconsistencies in the
dataset.

• Incorrect sensor states: After removing the five sensor misreadings, six
additional temperature readings (0.0051% of the total temperature entries)
displayed unusually high values and, due to their very small percentage, were
removed from the dataset.

• Malformed states and state readings: 161 entries contained malformed
sensor names or readings. It was possible to correct all the entries based on
the information from readings prior and post to the malformed entry.
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• Non-alternating motion sensor readings: 24 non-alternating readings
were identified in motion sensors. An alternating reading is considered to
be a perfectly alternating sequence of ON and OFF states. Examples of non-
alternating readings are sequences such as ON-ON-OFF or OFF-OFF-ON. Since
24 readings account for approximately 0.0015% of the total readings, the
readings inside the non-alternating sequences (in the examples above, these
would be the central values) were removed from the dataset.

3.3.3 Data pre-processing

Following the data cleaning step, the next phase in the analysis refers to manip-
ulating the data to understand and derive the relevant features necessary for the
Proxel algorithm. Two preliminary questions arose when first handling the dataset:

1. Is the timestamp sequence monotonic? In other words, does the dataset
need to be ordered before further usage or are the sensor readings already
correctly ordered by timestamp?

2. Are there any parallel activities? More specifically, is every begin label
followed by an end label, and every end label followed by a begin label?

With respect to the first question, a simple loop over the raw timestamps was
enough to confirm that the readings are correctly ordered by ascending time. Re-
garding the second question, an additional step was taken to extract the activity
descriptions from their begin and end signals. After extracting such information,
it was straightforward to confirm that there are no parallel activities executed by
the subject. Whether this reflects reality, however, cannot be further examined
by this thesis due to the external nature of the data. The original paper [9] and
dataset description [6] do not mention any information related to simultaneously
executed activities.

Calculation of current activity

Once these basic characteristics were confirmed, the next step in the data pre-
processing was to enrich the dataset with the current activity of the subject for
every sensor reading. More precisely, the begin and end labels seen in Table
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3.1 were used to fill the activity description for every sensor reading between the
respective timestamps. The result is illustrated in Table 3.2.

Timestamp ID Sensor state Activity description Current activity

2010-11-04 00:03:50.2095 M003 ON Sleeping begin Sleeping

2010-11-04 00:03:57.3993 M003 OFF Sleeping

2010-11-04 00:15:08.9848 T002 21.5 Sleeping

2010-11-04 00:30:19.1855 T003 21 Sleeping

...
2010-11-04 05:40:42.4527 M007 ON Sleeping

2010-11-04 05:40:43.6426 M003 OFF Sleeping end Sleeping

2010-11-04 05:40:44.2235 M003 ON None

2010-11-04 05:40:45.9398 M005 ON None

2010-11-04 05:40:46.3108 M003 OFF None

2010-11-04 05:40:51.3037 M004 ON Bed to Toilet begin Bed to toilet

Table 3.2: CASAS Aruba 2010 enriched with current activity

Such information brings several advantages for the later data analysis and prepa-
ration steps, such as:

• Possibility of directly querying for the activity related to a specific sensor
reading;

• Possibility of filtering the dataset directly per activity (for instance, query
all the sensor readings where Activity equals Sleeping);

• No ambiguity between the None label, used to represent the transition be-
tween activities, and the unlabeled readings between the begin and end
labels of an activity.

Calculation of activity durations

In addition to the current activity for each sensor reading, another feature of
crucial importance for the modeling and experiment phases is the duration of each
activity’s execution. In other words, the timestamps associated with the begin
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and end labels must be translated into durations for the respective activities. Such
information is essential for the correct representation of the system, since the timed
transitions in the stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) are used to model the duration a
certain token stays in a certain place before moving to the next one (see Section
2.2.1 for details).

The computation of durations follows a straightforward logic. Since the absence of
overlapping activities has already been confirmed, deriving the length of a certain
activity execution is a matter of subtracting the respective timestamp labeled with
begin from the respective timestamp labeled with end. The resulting value can
then be stored in a the activity’s list of durations for later use.

Calculation of interruptions and merging of activities

While the execution lengths already provide enough information for the later esti-
mation and input modeling steps, an additional step can be conducted to further
clean the data. More precisely, the dataset contained multiple entries with an
identical activity description, only separated by a small interval without any ac-
tivity labels. Such a configuration led to the question of whether these interrupted
activities should be considered as a single instance of an activity or not. Figure 3.2
illustrates the concept. Evidently, it would be incorrect to consider all the cases
as continuous activities, specially since some of the interruptions are in the order
of many minutes or hours. Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of the interruptions’
lengths up to a 20-minute long interruption. More than 60% of the interrup-
tions between two consecutive activities are equal to or less than five minutes, and
78.86% are equal to or less than 10 minutes.

Figure 3.2: Example of merging activities with short disruptions
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Figure 3.4 presents a comparison of the distribution of durations when merging
activities with identical labels and interruption intervals equal to or lower than
the specified threshold. While there is no one-size-fits-all threshold for merging
consecutive activities, this thesis has considered five minutes as a reasonable length.
It prevents highly frequent interruptions by merging identical labels with small
disruptions into a single activity, and it allows for activities with longer disruptions
to be treated as distinct instances of the same label. When merging activities, it
is important to consider only interruptions during which no other activity has
been performed. For example, two instances of the Sleeping label less than five
minutes apart from each other would be merged if and only if no other label is
present during the disruption. If another label is present, the instances are not
merged, independently of how short the interruption duration is.

Figure 3.3: Cumulative interruption count per minute up to 20 minutes

Once the interruption tolerance threshold is chosen, the durations of each activity
can be merged and the new lengths used for further analysis. Section 4.2 discusses
how the features derived in this section are used for estimating the necessary inputs
for the Proxel algorithm.

3.3.4 Handling of outliers

An important topic to mention is the handling of outliers in the dataset. Once
the resulting distributions and their respective interruptions are more closely in-
spected, it is clear that several outliers exist. The following list presents a few
examples on a per-activity basis:
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• The Meal preparation activity presents a single entry with a duration
longer than five hours. Additionally, it presents 27 entries less than one
minute long.

• The Eating activity has two interruptions longer than one week.

• The Sleeping activity has one interruption of 2479 minutes (almost two
days long).

While the longer interruptions could be explained by the subject being away from
the residence for a longer period, such hypothesis is quickly discarded given that
the long interruptions are not aligned in any way. The Relax activity, for example,
has a maximum interruption of approximately one and a half days, which shows
that the subject has recorded activities for the entirety of the experiment. One
possible explanation for the longer interruptions could be that the subject simply
forgot to track the activities; however, there is not enough information on the
source documentation to confirm or refute this assumption. Since there is no clear
reason for, nor patterns in, the outliers, the remaining of this thesis has opted
for working with the whole dataset. While this may skew the best-fit distribution
estimations towards longer tails, there is not enough information to decide whether
such outliers are noise in the data or actual scenarios that the algorithm must be
able to handle.

(a) Durations of Sleeping activity (b) Durations of Relax activity

Figure 3.4: Distribution of durations for different interruption merging thresholds
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Chapter 4

Conceptual modeling and algorithm
design

The previous chapter covered the details of analyzing and pre-processing the target
dataset of this research. The natural follow-up is to discuss how the obtained data
knowledge is used to model the necessary elements of a hidden non-Markovian
model (HnMM), discussed in Subsection 2.2.3. To achieve this, this chapter is
structured as follows. The first section discusses the conceptual modeling process,
represented by stochastic Petri nets (SPNs), by presenting several possible mod-
eling strategies, their advantages, and limitations. It also briefly covers how the
sensor emissions from the dataset can be integrated into the SPNs, resulting in
augmented stochastic Petri nets (ASPNs). The second section examines the many
aspects related to the input modeling process. More specifically, it discusses (1)
the estimation process for the probability distributions of the timed transitions,
(2) the estimation of sensor emission probabilities for each hidden state of the
resulting HnMMs, and (3) how the trace data is transformed before being fed to
the algorithm. The third section examines the details of the designed algorithm by
providing a comprehensive pseudo-code and a brief explanation of each required
method. Finally, the fourth section discusses two possibilities for implementing
a decision engine for the algorithm, so that the information from the individual
HnMMs can be aggregated to output activity predictions.
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4.1 Conceptual modeling

According to Robinson [21], the conceptual modeling of a real-world system in-
volves deriving, through abstraction, a systematic model which contains the most
important aspects of the actual system. This section approaches the topic in four
distinct steps. Firstly, it proposes two general strategies of how a single-resident
household with multiple activities can be modeled by leveraging SPNs, their re-
spective advantages and disadvantages, as well as which strategy is more suitable
considering the constraints of the Proxel algorithm. Secondly, it discusses two
distinct SPN structures for modeling a single activity, along with their advantages
and disadvantages. Thirdly, it incorporates the analysis from 2.2.1 and highlights
how the previously defined SPNs can be transformed into ASPNs by including sen-
sor emission probabilities. Finally, it illustrates the entire process by discussing
the details of conceptually modeling the Sleeping, Work, and Meal preparation
activities from the CASAS Aruba 2010 dataset.

4.1.1 System modeling strategies

The first modeling strategy involves defining a single system which includes all the
activities, their durations, and the respective connections to other activities. This
approach is inspired by the traditional modeling of hidden Markov models (HMMs)
used in ambient assisted living (AAL), where each activity is represented by a
hidden state in the HMM, and the transition probabilities between hidden states
are used to model the probabilities of switching between activities [20, 25].

In this strategy, the system is represented by a single SPN, which contains all the
necessary elements to describe the relevant system dynamics. Figure 4.1 provides
an example of a three-activity SPN built with this strategy. Within the SPN,
the subject is represented by a token, and each activity receives its own place,
which indicates the State of performing the activity. Additionally, each activ-
ity requires a second place within the SPN, used to indicate the State of not
performing the activity. The timed transitions between State of performing
and State of not performing are defined by the distribution of the activities’
durations. The connection between distinct activities happens through immediate
transitions, which represent the probabilities of starting each activity given that
the current activity is not being performed anymore. The possibility of not per-
forming any of the activities included in the model must be accounted for, and
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is represented by the place labelled as None in Figure 4.1. Naturally, this theo-
retical example focuses on illustrating the concept and omits many relevant SPN
constructs that could be useful when modeling a real system. For example, tran-
sitions can implement guards, inhibitor arcs, or dynamic probability functions to
more realistically represent the behavior of the subject within the system.

Figure 4.1: Example of three-activity stochastic Petri net

Modeling a single SPN to represent the entire system has both advantages and dis-
advantages. On the positive side, it provides a clear overview of how each activity
is connected to the others. A person familiar with SPNs can easily understand
the entire system by analyzing a single model. Additionally, it allows modeling
more complex behaviors, since the modeler has control over all the interactions
between different activities and can impose constraints based on complex criteria.
On the downside, a single SPN is not easily extensible, and adding or removing
an activity requires understanding its relationships with all other activities, as
well as modifying the entire SPN. More importantly, as the single SPN requires a
large number of places, the computational model for the Proxel algorithm quickly
becomes prohibitive in terms of performance. As discussed in [15], the Proxel
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algorithm suffers from an exponential complexity with respect to the number of
states it must handle, therefore larger hidden models impose large performance
penalties and may become computationally intractable.

The second modeling strategy lies on the other side of the complexity spectrum and
models each activity individually by using simpler SPNs. This strategy is inspired
by the work of Krull et al. [17], which demonstrated the applicability of virtual
stochastic sensors (VSSs) in the field of non-intrusive appliance load monitoring
(NIALM). When modeling the different appliances within a residence, the authors
faced the same performance constraints as mentioned above when attempting to
use a single user model to represent the whole system. As a solution, individual
models, one for each appliance, were proposed and successfully implemented [17].

A similar approach can be adopted when modeling a subject’s activities. More
specifically, each activity is modelled through an independent SPN which contains
the relevant constructs necessary to model only that specific activity’s behavior.
Figure 4.2 provides a theoretical model for the Work activity. It includes four
places, one representing the State of working, and the other three representing
different possibilities when the individual is not working. Using this approach, the
number of places within a single SPN is drastically reduced, which is beneficial
for the Proxel algorithm. Evidently, multiple models must be built, one for each
activity, and registered within the main loop of the algorithm so that all models are
correctly updated during each iteration. Since each model develops independently
from the others, an additional step in the main algorithm is necessary to aggregate
the information from the different HnMMs when calculating a prediction for the
entire system.

As with the first strategy, modeling activities individually has both advantages
and disadvantages. One strong advantage is the possibility of easily detailing,
modifying and extending individual models without the need to explicitly define
or adjust the complex relationships with other models. The example in Figure
4.2 depicts the Work activity through four different places. This detailed modeling
is considerably harder in the first strategy, since there the modeler must also de-
fine how each individual place relates to all other places from all other activities.
Another compelling advantage is the considerably simpler computational model
that results from using smaller SPNs. Since each SPN translates into an isolated
HnMM, which is handled also in isolation by its own Proxel algorithm, adding
a new activity does not increase the complexity of handling the already existing
activities. On the negative side, this strategy fails to directly capture the interac-
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Figure 4.2: Example of single-activity stochastic Petri net

tions between activities. Since each activity is modeled in isolation, interactions
between them, if desired, must be artificially added to the model. Additionally,
this strategy imposes new challenges when deciding what is the overall state of
the system. More specifically, since each SPN can have a token in the State
of performing place, a decision engine must be implemented in order to decide
which single activity is currently being performed. While this is not a disadvan-
tage in itself, it requires additional modeling effort and may negatively impact the
algorithm’s performance. Section 4.4 discusses in details the aspects related to
implementing a decision engine in the context of AAL.

When judging which strategy to select for modeling the problem at hand, it is
necessary to evaluate both the technical constraints of the computational algo-
rithm, as well as the modeling preferences of the modeler. As already discussed,
the Proxel algorithm provides an objective constraint since it suffers from an expo-
nential increase in resource utilization the larger the hidden model of the HnMM
is [15]. Therefore, a clear preference for smaller HnMMs exists. As a result, the re-
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maining of this paper focuses on the second strategy, namely, building independent
models for each activity.

4.1.2 Modeling strategies for individual stochastic Petri nets

The previous subsection focused on two general strategies for modeling an entire
human behavior system by leveraging SPNs. Given that the modeling of single ac-
tivities will be used throughout the remaining of this thesis, this subsection focuses
on two different approaches when modeling a particular activity: designing generic
or activity-specific SPNs. Differently from the discussion in the previous subsec-
tion, this is not an "either-or" decision; instead, the modeler is free to combine
both approaches when modeling multiple HnMMs.

Generic SPNs

The first approach when building an SPN for an individual activity is to aim for a
generic model which can be easily parameterized to represent any activity. More
specifically, the designed SPN should have a stable set of places, transitions, and
input and output arcs, allowing only for adjustments in the arc multiplicities, guard
conditions, and probability distributions governing both the timed and immediate
transitions. Figure 4.3 provides an illustrative example of how a general, three-
state SPN with one Activity and two Non-activity places could be modeled.
As it can be seen, the places are labeled generically to allow for adjustments
towards any individual activity, and the transitions can easily accommodate any
generically-distributed firing time. While the most flexible version of such SPN
would be fully connected (i.e. every place is reachable from every other place), the
example in Figure 4.3 introduces an assumption regarding the subject’s behavior
by allowing tokens from the two Non-activity places to flow only to the Activity
place. Such assumption is then inherited by every HnMM which is built upon such
SPN.

Activity-specific SPNs

The second approach aims at building a dedicated SPN for each activity. This
approach has already been illustrated in Figure 4.2. As it can be seen, the places
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Figure 4.3: Example of three-state generic stochastic Petri net

can now be labeled meaningfully, and provide a clear understanding of the dynam-
ics of the activity itself. Additionally, the SPN’s structure is fully flexible, which
easily allows for individual adjustments not only for a single activity, but also for a
specific subject. More specifically, further SPN elements can be used to fine-tune
the activity to specific habits or routines.

Evidently, this flexibility implies lack of generalizability for the SPN. The more
elements added to fine-tune a single activity, the less generalizable it becomes
across activities and across time. Nonetheless, activity-specific SPNs can be used
as a starting point to understand the dynamics of each activity before defining
more general models. Should two or more activities show almost identical patterns
when designed with specific SPNs, then introducing a generic SPN may be an
appropriate choice.

4.1.3 Augmentation of stochastic Petri nets with symbol emis-
sions

As described in Buchholz [5], SPNs can be augmented with symbol emission prob-
abilities in order to provide additional information for the behavior reconstruction
algorithm. The resulting user model is known as an augmented stochastic Petri
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net. While in the original work of Buchholz [5] the symbol emissions are linked
to transitions, Krull [15] presents a second variant which connects symbol emis-
sions to places. As discussed in Subsection 2.2.1, the state-based symbol emission
is more fitting in the context of AAL, therefore the second variant will be used
throughout the remaining of this thesis. Figure 4.4 presents the augmented version
of the generic SPN from Figure 4.3. As it can be seen, each place of the resulting
ASPN indicates which symbols it can emit when it contains a token, as well as the
respective emission probabilities. Evidently, the emission probabilities need to be
estimated for a given set of hidden states and for a specific timestep. Subsection
4.2.3 discusses this estimation process in details.

It is worth to mention that the Not activity place in Figure 4.4 has no symbol
emissions connected to it since it characterizes a vanishing marking (without a
temporal dimension) [15]. In other words, when a token is created in this place,
it is immediately destroyed and moved to either the Short break or Long break
place. Since vanishing markings have no duration, it is meaningless to model
symbol emissions for them.

Figure 4.4: Example of three-state generic augmented stochastic Petri net
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4.1.4 Conceptual modeling examples

Based on the above discussion, this thesis will focus on single-activity ASPNs,
and will leverage both generic and individualized structures when modeling the
subject’s behavior. This subsection focuses on providing detailed examples of how
these different approaches can be translated into concrete ASPNs. Such conceptual
models are then used as a basis for programming the hidden models of the HnMMs
used in the Proxel algorithm. The symbol emissions graphical representation will
be omitted from the following ASPNs for the sake of brevity and clarity, and their
estimation process is discussed in details in 4.2.3.

Modeling the Sleeping activity

The Sleeping ASPN has been chosen as an example since it is a special case
where two activities, Sleeping and Bed to toilet, are included in the same
model. Additionally, it is the only ASPN which has a single Non-activity place.

The close relationship between Sleeping and Bed to toilet can be first seen
when analyzing the transition probabilities between activities. The probability of
returning to Sleeping after Bed to toilet is 99.35% (see Table A.1 in Appendix
A for the full matrix of transition probabilities). A second moment when the
relationship between the two activities becomes clear is when analyzing the distri-
bution of durations for the Non-activity state for the Sleeping activity. More
specifically, it contains two clear clusters of data points, as depicted in Figure
4.5a. The cluster of shorter interruptions coincides very closely to the durations of
the Bed to toilet activity, another indicator that the two activities are closely
linked in the same context. Figures 4.5b and 4.5c present the new theoretical
best-fit distributions once the Non-activity durations are split at the maximum
duration of the Bed to toilet activity. Figure 4.6 presents the progression of
the theoretical best-fit’s mean squared error (MSE) as new splitting points are
added to the Non-activity durations. The splitting point 8.703 corresponds to
the maximum duration of the Bed to toilet activity, and is the only split point
which results in a significant decrease in the theoretical distributions’ MSE. These
findings point to the direction that Sleeping and Bed to toilet belong in the
same context and should be included in the same ASPN, since they can be thought
of as two different states of the same overall Sleeping activity.

Regarding splitting the Non-activity state into distinct intervals, the same Fig-
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(c) Distribution of long interruptions

Figure 4.5: Raw vs. split interruptions for Sleeping activity (outlier of 2479
minutes omitted for clarity purposes)

ure 4.6 can be referenced to mention that no additional split point has added a
significant benefit in terms of MSE reduction. Therefore, the Sleeping activity
has been modeled through a 2-Activity, 1-Non-activity ASPN, presented in
details in Figure 4.7.

Modeling the Work activity

The Work activity has been chosen as the next example since its Non-activity
state depends on multiple factors. For example, during the day the subject may
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Figure 4.6: Mean squared error for Sleeping interruptions based on different
split points

Figure 4.7: Dedicated augmented stochastic Petri net for the Sleeping activity

take a short break from work, which may be any interruption in the activity with
a duration of up to five or six hours. However, during the night the subject is
expected to interrupt the activity for a somewhat longer period. Additionally,
weekend breaks are expected to last at least one day, and longer interruptions
may exist if the subject is sick or on vacation. This shows a very distinct pattern
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when compared to the Sleeping activity, which contains only one Non-activity
place. Grouping activities together has also been attempted here, but no candidate
activities have been found in the dataset.

Since there is no closely related activity to Work, the process for choosing the
split points for the Non-activity durations considered the aforementioned time
periods (short break, night break, weekends and vacations). Multiple splits were
performed by incrementally adding the immediate next time threshold. Figure 4.8
presents the results when including the whole dataset in the analysis. As it can be
seen, the last significant reduction in MSE happens at the inclusion of the three-
day threshold, symbolizing the difference between the upper boundary of weekend
breaks and the lower boundary of longer breaks.
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Figure 4.8: Mean squared error for Work interruptions based on different split
points

This configuration with multiple Non-activity places in the ASPN raises the need
to define how to model the transitions from Work to the Non-activity states.
Which aspects to take into account is ultimately a choice of the modeler, nonethe-
less the list below presents two examples of factors affecting the transitions:

• The probability of transitioning to Short break is larger the earlier the
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time of the day is. As the day progresses, the probability of transitioning to
Night break increases, and the probability of transitioning to Short break
decreases.

• Both the transitions to Night break and Weekend happen towards the end
of the day, but the probability of transitioning to Weekend is higher towards
the end of the week.

Despite such factors clearly playing a role in the evolution of the system, the
baseline model to be used as a benchmark (see Section 5.3 for details) considers
all the probabilities as equal, and delegates the decision of which state is the
correct one to the Proxel algorithm. Since the Proxel algorithm analyzes the
different system paths in parallel [15], it may be able to handle such generalization
in the transition probabilities. Nonetheless, Section 5.6 evaluates the impact in
classification performance of adding time-dependent immediate transitions.

Regarding the transitions between Non-activity places, they were not considered
as there is not enough information to determine whether the subject transitioned
from a shorter to a longer brake or vice-versa. Therefore, it is only possible to
transition from Work to one of Non-activity places, and from any Non-activity
place directly back to Work. Figure 4.9 presents the final ASPN for the Work
activity.

Modeling the Meal preparation activity

The Meal preparation activity has been chosen as the next example to demon-
strate how a generic ASPN can be modeled. As discussed in Subsection 4.1.2, the
overall HnMM-based system for human activity recognition (HAR) can contain
mixed types of HnMMs, some which are derived from activity-specific ASPNs,
others which are derived from generic ASPNs. While the Work, Eating, and
Sleeping ASPNs are activity-specific, with the Sleeping HnMM containing two
activities, the remaining activities have been modeled with generic, three-place
ASPNs.

The process used for modeling the generic ASPNs builds on a few assumptions:

• One Activity place: Generic ASPNs are constrained to containing only
one Activity place. Should there be a cluster of closely related activities,
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the cluster should be modeled as an activity-specific ASPN.

• Non-activity places transition only to the Activity place: There are
no transitions between the Non-activity places. Each Non-activity place
has a single output arc with a transition to the Activity place and with a
generally distributed firing time.

Given these assumptions, modeling an activity through a three-place generic ASPN
mostly relates to estimating the split point for defining the timed transition dis-
tributions between the Activity and the two Non-activity places. Figure 4.10a

Figure 4.9: Dedicated augmented stochastic Petri net for the Work activity
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plots a histogram of the Non-activity durations for the Meal preparation ac-
tivity. It is clear from the chart that two distinct clusters exist: one with durations
less than approximately 500 minutes, and another one with longer durations. This
suggests that adding one split point at around 500 minutes can lead to meaningful
improvements in the model. Figure 4.10b shows the progression of the MSE as new
split points are added. As it can be seen, the most significant decrease happens
when introducing a split at 480 minutes (8 hours), and virtually no improvement
comes from including a second split point at 1440 minutes (24 hours). As a general
rule for defining the split points, only multiples of 60 minutes were considered as
candidates (for example, 60, 120, 180 minutes). Since there are no changes in the
shape of the ASPN, the generic ASPN presented in Figure 4.3 can be used as a
reference to illustrate the resulting model of the Meal preparation activity.
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Figure 4.10: Interruption distribution and mean squared error profile for the
Meal preparation activity

Overview of activity models

Table 4.1 summarizes the ASPN strategies chosen for each model, their corre-
sponding places, and the split points which define the minimum and maximum
durations a token remains in each respective place. This information is then used
as an input to formally define the HnMMs as discussed in Subsection 4.2.5.
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Activity ASPN Strategy ASPN Place Min. dur. Max. dur.

Sleeping Activity-specific
Sleeping 0 658.486
Bed to toilet 0 8.703
Awake 8.703 Inf

Work Activity-specific

Work 0 132.479
Short break 0 360.0
Night break 360.0 1440.0
Weekend 1440.0 4320.0
Vacations 4320.0 Inf

Eating Activity-specific

Eating 0 69.475
Short break 0 180.0
Night break 180.0 1440.0
Long break 1440.0 Inf

Relax Generic three-state
Activity 0 350.184
Short break 0 180.0
Long break 180.0 Inf

Housekeeping Generic three-state
Activity 0 44.218
Short break 0 4320.0
Long break 4320.0 Inf

Meal preparation Generic three-state
Activity 0 334.671
Short break 0 360.0
Long break 360.0 Inf

Wash dishes Generic three-state
Activity 0 36.654
Short break 0 4320.0
Long break 4320.0 Inf

Table 4.1: List of augmented stochastic Petri net strategies, places, and chosen
split points
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4.2 Input modeling

The previous section discussed how a real-world system of human activities can
be translated into a conceptual model ready for practical implementation. It has
served the purpose of identifying which elements of the real-world system are rele-
vant from the HnMM methodology perspective, as well as how different modeling
approaches incorporate different assumptions and lead to different model config-
urations. This section focuses on defining and modeling the remaining inputs for
the algorithm. It starts by providing an overview of such inputs, namely the shape
of the HnMMs, the probability distributions for the timed transitions, the proba-
bilities for the sensor emissions, and the input trace. Each of these topics is then
expanded in the following subsections.

4.2.1 Overview of required inputs

The first input needed by the algorithm comes directly from the ASPNs which
model each activity, and relates to the overall shape of the hidden system in
the HnMMs. More specifically, each ASPN defines which states compose each
hidden model, the existing transitions and whether they are immediate or governed
by generally-distributed firing times, and the symbol emissions per state. The
modeling topic has already been discussed in the previous section, and Table 4.1
summarizes the results for each activity. Krull [15] provides the details of how
an ASPN is converted into an HnMM. Since the ASPNs derived in the previous
section contain only one token (representing the subject), their places very closely
map to the hidden states of the HnMMs. The only places which do not receive
a hidden state are those representing vanishing markings, which are by definition
excluded from the final set of computed markings [15]. Therefore, from this point
on, this thesis will employ the terms places and states interchangeably.

The second input refers to the probability distributions governing the timed tran-
sitions in the ASPNs. Such distributions can either be empirically defined based
on the input data, or be generalized through a best-fit theoretical distribution
estimation. Since directly using empirical distributions may introduce overfitting
issues, the remaining of this thesis will work with theoretical best-fit distributions.
Nonetheless, in both the cases the input must provide all the necessary information
for generating distributions with well-defined probability density functions (PDFs)
and cumulative distribution functions (CDFs).
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The third required input refers to the symbol emission probabilities, used to scale
the Proxel probabilities during each iteration of the algorithm (see Subsection
2.2.3 for more details). Each state of the hidden model in the HnMM has a certain
probability of emitting a certain sequence of sensor readings, and this must be fed
to the algorithm for the correct scaling of Proxels. Subsection 4.2.3 presents the
approach taken by this thesis for estimating the symbol emission probabilities, as
well as its advantages and limitations.

Finally, the algorithm requires a pair of unlabeled and labeled traces used to
respectively predict activities and evaluate its performance. Since the input traces
do not involve any estimation tasks, they will not be discussed in details.

4.2.2 Estimation of best-fit theoretical distributions

The process of estimating the theoretical distributions builds on the output of the
conceptual modeling stage. For the Sleeping activity, for instance, it is necessary
to estimate the probability distributions governing the durations of the Sleeping,
Bed to toilet, and Awake states.

The steps taken for the estimation of the best-fit distribution are as follows:

1. Start from a set of candidate theoretical probabilities. The initial
set considered in this thesis includes the Gaussian Normal, Exponential,
Weibull, Student’s T, Uniform and Triangular distributions, since they pro-
vide a satisfactory variety of shapes without introducing too much mathe-
matical complexity to the algorithm.

2. Estimate the theoretical distributions for the data and their re-
spective sums of squared errors (SSEs). For a specific state in the
HnMM, fit each of the candidate theoretical probability distributions to the
data and compute its respective SSE.

3. Select the best-fit distribution. This step is straightforward, and only
requires choosing the distribution which has the lowest SSE.

4. Evaluate goodness-of-fit. The evaluation of goodness-of-fit can be done
both via Q-Q plots, as well as via numerical tests. Since the data under
analysis originates from a real-world, unsupervised environment, it is not
surprising if the best-fit distribution has a poor score in the goodness-of-fit
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evaluation. Nonetheless, the estimated probability distributions will still be
used for the experimentation phase.

Figure 4.11 provides an example of the theoretical best-fit distribution of the
Sleeping activity and its corresponding Q-Q plot. As it can be seen, although
the frequency of lower durations is underestimated, the longer durations are very
closely approximated by the theoretical distribution. Evidently, the shape and the
parameters of the theoretical best-fit change depending of the training set used for
estimation. Appendix A provides the charts for the remaining relevant activities
considering the same training set as the one used for Figure 4.11. Only two out
of the eight theoretical best-fit distributions are exponential, which confirms the
need for generally distributed firing times as mentioned in Subsection 2.2.1.
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Figure 4.11: Theoretical best-fit distribution and Q-Q plot for the Sleeping
activity

With respect to the theoretical distributions, it is worth mentioning that the mini-
mum and maximum durations of the respective hidden states are used to artificially
introduce finite support to the calculation of the instantaneous rate function (IRF).
If the age of a certain Proxel is lower than the minimum duration of the hidden
state, the IRF is defined to be 0, leading to a probability µ = 0 for leaving the
respective hidden state. If, however, the age of a certain Proxel is greater than the
maximum duration of the hidden state, the IRF is defined to be 1/∆t in Equation
(2.2), leading to a probability of µ = 1 for leaving the respective hidden state.
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4.2.3 Estimation of symbol emission probabilities

Symbol emissions are an essential part of HnMMs, since they are used to scale the
Proxels’ probabilities and consequently guide the algorithm when iterating over the
timesteps [15]. It is essential to highlight that the definition of a symbol v takes
into account how many sensors compose the dataset [25], as well as their nature
(binary, n-ary, continuous readings), hence it changes depending on the dataset
under analysis. As discussed in Section 3.3, while the CASAS Aruba 2010 dataset
contains 31 binary motion sensors, 5 continuous temperature sensors, and 4 binary
door sensors, the remaining of this thesis will focus solely on the binary motion
sensors. With this in mind, a symbol v is a 31-tuple vi = {M1,M2, ...,M31},
where Mi ∈ {0, 1}. Following van Kasteren et al. [25], the number of different
combinations, when taking only these binary sensors into account, is 231, more than
2 million distinct possibilities. According to the authors, estimating the precise
probability of any specific symbol without introducing any assumption about the
emissions is virtually impossible. Therefore, as suggested in van Kasteren et al.
[25], the naive Bayes assumption of sensor emission independence was introduced
to allow for a mathematically tractable probability estimation. More specifically,
the total probability P (v∆t

i ) of emitting a certain symbol vi during timestep ∆t can
be calculated by multiplying the individual probabilities of each sensor. Therefore,
for a given hidden state sj, P (v∆t

i ) is approximated by

P (v∆t
i |sj) =

∏
ri ∈ER

P (ri|sj)×
∏

ri ∈{sensors\ER}
1− P (ri|sj) (4.1)

where:

• ER represents the set of sensors which fired within ∆t

• {sensors \ ER} represents the set of sensors which did not fire within ∆t

• P (ri|sj) represents the probability of a specific sensor firing within ∆t for a
given hidden state sj.

With the independence assumption into place, the emission probabilities of a spe-
cific sensor ri for a given hidden state sj can be estimated by

P (ri|sj) = | {∆t | ri ∈ ER ∧ s = sj} |
| {∆t | s = sj} |

(4.2)
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where:

• The numerator represents the count of timesteps which include both a read-
ing of sensor ri and are labeled as the hidden state sj.

• The denominator represents the total count of timesteps labeled as the hid-
den state sj.

One final remark on the estimation of probabilities refers to the Non-activity
states artificially introduced when using split points. Evidently, the original dataset
does not contain any information about such states, hence calculating the sensor
emission probabilities requires artificially labeling the data with this information.
More specifically, a pre-processing routine must be run in order to correctly iden-
tify the nature of each interruption (under which resulting Non-activity place
it belongs to), and then correctly label the sensor readings with the respective
HnMM’s hidden state. Once this labeling is introduced, estimating the sensor
emission probabilities follows the same steps as described above.

4.2.4 Trace modeling

The last input required by the algorithm is an unlabeled trace of sensor readings.
These readings are used, in combination with the sensor emission probabilities, to
scale the Proxels probabilities during the main loop of the algorithm.

The main design decision in this step refers to how the sensor readings are repre-
sented in the input trace. The three representations introduced by van Kasteren
et al. [25] and discussed in Section 2.1 are relevant in this context. The nature
of the CASAS Aruba 2010 data already provides the data similar to the specified
changepoint format, since the sensor readings are a tuple containing the times-
tamp, the sensor, and the sensor state (see Section 3.3 for the details regarding the
dataset). Therefore, little adjustment is necessary to fit the data to the specified
changepoint format. The sensor state ON/OFF can simply be discarded, resulting in
a list of two-element tuples containing the timestamp and which sensor has fired.
Additionally, the input trace used for the experiments keeps only the ON readings
from the trace. This was purely a design decision, and was motivated mostly due
to the fact that the ON readings hold the most information regarding whether a
sensor has fired within a timestep or not.
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4.2.5 Example of the hidden non-Markovian model definition
for the Sleeping activity

At this stage, all the necessary information to formally define the HnMMs for
each activity is available. This section provides an example of such definition for
the Sleeping activity according to the discussion from Subsection 2.2.3. Since
several elements of this formal definition are estimated based on training data,
their specific values change depending on which subset is used. More specifically:

• Best-fit theoretical distributions may have different shapes and param-
eters depending on the training data. Therefore, the estimation step must
be run for each training set obtained from the cross validation process.

• Sensor emission probabilities are dependent on the chosen timestep ∆t.
Should the timestep change (as it is the case with the experiments of Section
5.4), the sensor emission probabilities must be reestimated.

The following specification provides the sets and elements for the HnMM definition
from Equation (2.3). Since the set of possible output symbols contains too many
elements, it is truncated for the sake of clarity.

S : {s1 = Sleeping, s2 = Bed to toilet, s3 = Awake}
V : {v1, v2, ..., vm},where vi is defined as per Subsection 4.2.3

TR : {TR1, TR2, TR3},
where:
TR1 = (∼ N (252.47, 137.71) , false)
TR2 = (∼ T (4.26) , false)
TR3 = (∼ T (72204.24) , false)

A :


a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

 =


∅ {TR1} {TR1}

{TR2} ∅ ∅
{TR3} ∅ ∅


B : {b11, b12, ..., b1m, b21, b22, ..., b2m, b31, b32, ..., b3m},

where bji is the output symbol probability for symbol vi given state sj,

and is estimated according to Equation (4.1).
Π : (1, 0, 0)
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4.3 Algorithm design

The two previous sections discussed the details of how to model an HAR problem
using ASPNs, the required inputs for the Proxel algorithm, and an example of
how this information is used to formally describe an HnMM. However, the spec-
ifications of the overall designed algorithm are still not presented. This section
introduces the details of the algorithm developed specifically for handling HAR
tasks in the context of AAL, and how the multiple resulting HnMMs were com-
bined into a single logical unit responsible for iterating over all HnMMs at each
timestep.

Algorithm 1 presents the general steps of the developed program. While the in-
ternals of handling and generating Proxels in each iteration are similar to the
more general algorithms discussed in [15], the initialization of the system and the
predictions at each iteration were specifically tailored for the problem at hand.
Since the goal of the pseudo-code is to present the major phases resulting from the
program conceptualization, no specific code is presented and several methods are
abstracted. The list below provides a description of each of the methods mentioned
in the pseudo-code:

• getSpecificationFor(D, activity): Retrieves the specifications from the set
of states and transitions D for the HnMM related to the respective activity.
The internal representation of the retrieved specifications is dependent on
the implementation of the source code, and is not relevant for the general
working of the algorithm.

• estimateSensorEmissions(Ol, activity): Based on the labeled trace Ol,
this method is responsible for applying the estimation process discussed in
Subsection 4.2.3. In the implemented program for this thesis, each activity
has its own labeled trace file with the respective hidden state labels; this,
however, is not a requirement, and different shapes may be used as long as
the possibility of linking the sensor emissions to the hidden states of each
activity’s HnMM is maintained.

• initializeHnMM(activity, spec, emissionProbs): Initializes the actual
HnMM data structure for activity based on the specification spec and emis-
sion probabilities emissionProbs. The resulting data structure is registered
in the set of HnMMs and should provide methods to store and access the
emission probabilities, the Proxel lists, and the transitions distributions.
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• getLatestTimestamp(O): Retrieves the latest timestamp from the unla-
beled trace O.

• getSymbolEmissions(O, tprev
system, tsystem): For a given unlabeled trace O,

returns the set of symbol emissions which happened between the previous
system time tprev

system and the current system time tsystem.

• getPreviousProxelsList(h): For a given HnMM h, retrieves the Proxel
list from the previous iteration.

• scaleProbability(h, ρ, E): For a given HnMM h and Proxel ρ, and based
on the set of sensor emissions E , scales the Proxel probability according to
the Proxel state and the emission probabilities of the respective HnMM.

• calculateIrf(h, ρ, tprev
system, tsystem): Given the relevant HnMM h, a Proxel

ρ, and the system times tprev
system and tsystem, computes the IRF for the Proxel’s

state as discussed in Subsection 2.2.2.

• generateChildProxels(h, ρ, µ, tsystem): Generates the child Proxels for
a given Proxel ρ, considering the calculated µ. This method also provides
the opportunity of customizing the behavior of simultaneously enabled im-
mediate transitions. As discussed in Subsection 2.2.1, such transitions must
be handled through probabilities, which are then used to direct the flow of
tokens in the SPN. One example of such transitions is given in Figure 4.9,
where the Not work place has three outgoing arcs to immediate transitions.
The baseline model splits the probabilities equally among all the simulta-
neously enabled immediate transitions, and Section 5.6 evaluates whether
a more complex probability handling can improve the classification perfor-
mance of the algorithm.

• pruneGeneratedProxels(newProxels, amtProxels): For a given list of
Proxels newProxels and the maximum amount of Proxels retained per iter-
ation amtProxels, prunes newProxels according to the threshold defining
the maximum number of Proxels retained per iteration. The pruning step in-
volves three main tasks: (1) sorting the Proxel list by descending likelihood,
(2) truncating the list to amtProxels if its length exceeds the threshold, and
(3) normalizing the Proxels likelihoods so that their sum equals one.

• predict(H, tsystem): For a given set of HnMMsH, outputs a prediction label
for tsystem. This method allows for the implementation of different decision
engines as discussed in Section 4.4.
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Algorithm 1 HnMM algorithm for HAR tasks
Require:

∆t: discrete timestep of the simulation;
amtProxels: maximum amount of Proxels to retain in each iteration;
minProb: lower threshold probability to discard Proxels;
cutoffProb: cutoff likelihood to output label None;
O: unlabeled input trace used in the main loop;
Ol: labeled input trace for estimating emission probabilities;
A: set of activities to register in the main loop;
S: set of sensors;
D: set of states and transitions specifications for each HnMM;

1: H ← ∅
2: err ← 0
3: for activity ∈ A do
4: spec← getSpecificationFor(D, activity)
5: emissionProbs← estimateSensorEmissions(Ol, activity)
6: h← initializeHnMM(activity, spec, emissionProbs)
7: H ← H∪ {h}
8: end for
9: tsystem ← 0

10: tmax ← getLatestTimestamp(O)
11: while tsystem ≤ tmax do
12: tprev

system ← tsystem

13: tsystem ← tsystem + ∆t
14: E ← getSymbolEmissions(O, tprev

system, tsystem)
15: for h ∈ H do
16: newProxels← ∅
17: for ρ ∈ getPreviousProxelsList(h) do
18: if ρ.probability ≤ minProb then
19: err ← err + ρ.probability

20: else
21: ρ.probability ← scaleProbability(h, ρ, E)
22: µ← ∆t× calculateIrf(h, ρ, tprev

system, tsystem)
23: for c ∈ generateChildProxels(h, ρ, µ, tsystem) do
24: newProxels← newProxels ∪ {c}
25: end for
26: end if
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27: end for
28: newProxels← pruneGeneratedProxels(newProxels, amtProxels)
29: h.newProxels← newProxels

30: end for
31: predict(H, tsystem)
32: end while

4.4 Decision engine

The final essential element in the algorithm is a decision engine capable of out-
putting one single activity based on the multiple underlying HnMMs representing
the whole system. This section discusses two variations of a decision engine for
the program, both of them with a straightforward implementation. Figure 4.12
presents a comparison of the two possibilities. The lines indicate the probability
progression for the Activity state of each activity’s HnMM, and the background
color indicates the label output by the system.

The first decision engine calculates the prediction of each timestamp solely based
on the probabilities of the Activity states in the individual HnMMs (Figure
4.12a). More specifically, during each iteration of the algorithm, the decision
engine outputs the activity with the highest probability as the overall prediction
for that specific timestamp. Since each HnMM develops independently from one
another, it is possible to query, at each iteration, the overall probability of being
in the Activity state of the individual HnMMs. Selecting the activity with the
highest probability is then a straightforward step in the prediction.

While such a decision engine has the advantage of being easy to implement and
intuitive with respect to the prediction steps, it has the strong downside of not
being able to predict the None label. Since the highest probability is always taken
as the activity being performed, the only possibility of outputting None is if all the
probabilities of the Activity state for all HnMMs are equal to zero.

One possibility to address this limitation is to add a cutoff threshold which must
be met by an activity’s probability in order for it to be considered as being exe-
cuted (Figure 4.12b). In other words, the decision engine selects the activity with
the highest probability among those which have a probability higher than the cut-
off threshold. If none of the HnMMs have the Activity state with a probability
higher than the cutoff threshold, the system outputs the label None for that spe-
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(a) Output of decision engine without cutoff threshold

(b) Output of decision engine with the cutoff threshold set at 0.2

Figure 4.12: Comparison between decision engines with and without cutoff
thresholds

cific timestamp. This slight modification enables the system to output the label
None, and Section 5.7 presents the results of varying cutoff thresholds in terms of
classification performance.

Evidently, incorporating a cutoff threshold does not address every concern regard-
ing predictions. For example, it could be of interest for the researcher to know the
confidence of a prediction, or, in other words, how "sure" the system is about a
certain activity being performed. If any two HnMMs have very close probabilities
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for their Activity states, outputting the one with the highest probability does
not have the same degree of confidence as when there is one HnMM with a clearly
higher probability. Additionally, there is no systematic process for choosing the
correct threshold, and overfitting concerns must be kept in mind when tuning this
parameter.

The implementation decisions related to the decision engine form a universe of
their own, and discussing further approaches and possibilities is out of the scope
of this thesis. Nonetheless, the opportunity of expanding or even combining the
decision engine with other machine learning methods exists, and can be explored
in future research.
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Chapter 5

Experiments

Building on the modeling outcomes of Chapter 4, this chapter presents the details
of the experiments performed, from their conception to the respective performance
results. In order to achieve this, the chapter is structured as follows. The first sec-
tion presents an overview of the conceived experiments, as well as their relevance
in the context of this thesis’ goals. The second section discusses the methodology
used for defining the training and test datasets, as well as the selected performance
metrics. The third section presents the baseline model characteristics and perfor-
mance in order to define the ground measures against which each experiment will
be compared. It also compares its performance with existing related literature.
Finally, the remaining sections discuss the details of each experiment presented in
the overview.

5.1 Experiments overview

Since the overall goal of the thesis is to evaluate the applicability of virtual stochas-
tic sensors (VSSs) in the context of ambient assisted living (AAL), the experiments
focus on assessing how different parameters or system configurations impact the
overall classification performance and resource requirements of the algorithm. The
list below presents a summary of each experiment:

• Baseline performance. This experiment provides the details of the im-
plemented baseline model, its performance results, and a comparison with
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related experiments from existing publications. The performance measures
presented during this experiment will be used as benchmark for evaluating
the performance of the upcoming ones.

• Experiment 01 - Performance comparison for varying timesteps.
As discussed in Subsection 2.2.2, the computation complexity of the Proxel
algorithm is sensitive to the chosen timestep ∆t. A smaller ∆t leads to more
accurate system developments, but may require considerably more computa-
tional resources [15]. The goal of this experiment is to evaluate how sensitive
the adopted solution algorithm is to the chosen time step ∆t.

• Experiment 02 - Performance comparison for varying numbers of
Proxels retained per iteration. Retaining a higher number of Proxels in
each iteration may lead to better accuracy, however at the cost of increased
computational complexity. The goal of this experiment is to evaluate how
the classification performance and the computational requirements behave
for different numbers of Proxels retained per iteration.

• Experiment 03 - Impact of adding time-dependent transition prob-
abilities. When transitioning from an Activity to a Non-activity state,
the baseline model naively considers the immediate probabilities of transi-
tioning into each Non-activity alternative as equal. The goal of this ex-
periment is to evaluate whether integrating time-dependent probabilities, as
briefly suggested in the modeling of the Work activity in Subsection 4.1.4,
leads to better classification performance.

• Experiment 04 - Impact of adding a cutoff threshold. The de-
signed program is modeled through a set of independent, parallel hidden
non-Markovian models (HnMMs). As discussed in sections 4.3 and 4.4, each
HnMM develops independently, and a decision engine must be implemented
to aggregate the results and output a single (or no) activity label. The goal
of this experiment is to evaluate the impact of different cutoff thresholds in
the algorithm’s classification performance.

5.2 Methodology and performance evaluation

Before presenting the details and performance of the baseline model and the sub-
sequent experiments, it is essential to discuss which metrics will be used for eval-
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uating and comparing performance. This section briefly presents the four selected
indicators and the specifics of the implemented cross validation process.

5.2.1 Selected performance metrics

The four metrics of Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score are selected in order
to provide an unbiased evaluation of the experiments and to remain aligned with
the measures used in most of the papers discussed in Section 2.1. Following the
discussion in van Kasteren et al. [24], the metrics will be calculated both on a time-
slice and class average basis. According to the authors, time slices are obtained
by splitting the input data and output labels into portions of equal time duration
[24]. In the case of this thesis’ algorithm, such division is already done for the
output labels, since they are emitted at the end of each timestep ∆t. The division
of the input trace is straightforward, and only requires filling the resulting time
slices with the correct true labels. As the authors highlight, time slice performance
metrics are biased if the dataset has class imbalance, thus it is recommended to also
present the class average metrics. Class average metrics compute the individual
classification performance of each class, followed by an arithmetic average of the
results [24].

Sokolova and Lapalme [22] provide an overview of how the selected metrics can be
adjusted for multi-class classification problems. Apart from a few minor adjust-
ments, the overall concept of using counts of matching and mismatching predicted
and true labels remains similar to the binary case. More relevant to a multi-class
classification problem is how the results for individual classes are aggregated into
a single indicator. As discussed in Sokolova and Lapalme [22] and Bramer [4], the
three possibilities for aggregating single results are:

• Micro-averaging: Computes the performance measures after having added
the individual counts to obtain aggregated amounts for TP, FP, TN, FN.

• Macro-averaging: Computes the performance measures for each individual
class, and afterwards calculates the arithmetic average of all the respective
metrics. It is equivalent to the class average calculations mentioned in van
Kasteren et al. [24].

• Weighted-averaging: Similar to macro-averaging, but it weights each class’
performance by its relative proportion in the dataset. It is equivalent to the
time slice calculations mentioned in van Kasteren et al. [24]
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From this point on, the terms weighted average and macro average will be used
also to refer to the time slice and class averages, respectively. In addition to the
classification performance, another measure of interest for the Proxel algorithm is
the computational complexity for running the entire classification program. More
specifically, it is of interest to evaluate whether the algorithm runs within an ac-
ceptable time span and whether its memory consumption stays within reasonable
bounds. While measuring the execution time is straightforward, directly measur-
ing the memory consumption of the algorithm presents considerable challenges,
since the program has little control over the operating system’s memory manage-
ment procedures. Therefore, the following metrics will be used to proxy memory
consumption:

• Total generated Proxels per trace: This metric refers to the total num-
ber of Proxels generated during the entire evaluation of a single test trace.
This is relevant to understand the overall profile of the algorithm in terms
of generated Proxels.

• New generated Proxels per iteration per trace: This metric refers to
the number of Proxels generated during each iteration of the main program.
This helps to understand whether the memory requirements grow with each
iteration, or whether the program eventually reaches a stable state. If a
stable state is reached, then memory optimizations can ensure that space
is efficiently allocated and released, avoiding unnecessary memory consump-
tion.

5.2.2 Cross validation

An additional concern in classification tasks refers to obtaining unbiased estimates
for the performance measures. One often used method is k-fold cross validation,
where the dataset is partitioned into k subsets, with k − 1 subsets used as the
training set, and one subset used as the test set [4]. The process of training the
classifier and estimating its performance is then executed k times, and an average
of the measures for each run is calculated [4]. Since the CASAS Aruba 2010 dataset
provides approximately eight months of data, the experiments will implement cross
validation taking the month as the split criterion. In each run, n− 1 months will
be used for estimating the necessary inputs for the algorithm (see Section 4.2 for
details), and one month will be used as the test set, which will be split on a weekly
basis to generate the individual input traces for the algorithm. The results for
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each of the traces are then aggregated into a single final metric following both the
macro and weighted average approaches already discussed.

5.2.3 Hardware specifications

Regarding the hardware used to execute the experiments, all scripts have been run
on the same machine with the following specifications:

• CPU: 2.6GHz 6-core Intel Core i7, Turbo Boost up to 4.5GHz, 12MB shared
L3 cache

• Memory: 16GB 2667 MHz DDR4

• Hard-drive: 512GB SSD

No compile-time optimizations were performed. Additionally, since the computa-
tion time can vary due to factors external to the algorithm (background programs,
for instance), the experiments were run twenty times each, and an average of the
computation time was calculated. The other outputs of the program are deter-
ministic in nature, therefore not requiring averaging over multiple runs.

5.3 Baseline model performance

The previous two sections provided an overview of which experiments will be
performed, as well as which measures will be used to evaluate performance. This
section presents the characteristics of the baseline model, as well as its overall
performance, in order to offer a benchmark against which the other experiments
can be compared. Additionally, it discusses the performance of several existing
hidden Markov model (HMM)-related publications in the field of AAL.

The following specifications describe the parameters of the baseline model:

• Timestep: ∆t = 60s, which follows the most common choice for time win-
dow mentioned in [3].

• Amount of Proxels retained in each iteration: 200 Proxels.
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• Timed transition distributions: Theoretical best-fit probability distri-
butions.

• Activity to Non-activity immediate transition probabilities: Not
time-dependent, equally distributed.

• Decision engine: Without a cutoff threshold, where the activity with the
highest probability is taken as the prediction.

• None label predictions: Not included, since the baseline decision engine is
not capable of predicting the label None.

The model was run according to the steps outlined in Section 5.2, and Table 5.1
outlines the aggregated classification performance results. Figure 5.1 provides an
example of the Proxel generation process for the first set from the cross validation
sampling. Finally, Figure 5.2 plots the average execution time per trace per test
set.

Activity Precision Recall F1-Measure Support

Bed to toilet 0.2378 0.2844 0.2590 429
Eating 0.7176 0.5280 0.6084 2536
Housekeeping 0.0297 0.1390 0.0489 669
Meal preparation 0.8374 0.7002 0.7627 12254
Relax 0.9510 0.7739 0.8534 97327
Sleeping 0.8199 0.9830 0.8940 94341
Wash dishes 0.0064 0.0129 0.0086 465
Work 0.9106 0.6026 0.7253 2924
Accuracy 0.8531 0.8531 0.8531 -
Macro average 0.5638 0.5030 0.5200 -
Weighted average 0.8759 0.8531 0.8560 -

Table 5.1: Baseline model classification performance

In terms of classification performance, the baseline model is able to successfully
identify and classify majority classes (for example, Sleeping and Relax activ-
ities), but underperforms when handling minority classes (for example, Bed to
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toilet, Wash dishes and Housekeeping). This causes the macro average to be
significantly lower the weighted average for all the performance metrics. Regard-
ing computational resources, the algorithm presents reasonable results. The total
number of generated Proxels grows linearly as the execution progresses (Figure
5.1a), which can lead to little memory overhead if the program properly manages
memory allocation. While the number of generated Proxels per iteration (Figure
5.1b) grows steeply at the beginning of the algorithm, it quickly stabilizes during
the remaining of the execution. The theoretical upper boundary of Proxels gener-
ated per iteration is 1400, given by the limit of 200 Proxels retained per iteration
per HnMM multiplied by seven HnMMs registered for the whole experiment. As it
can be seen in the aforementioned chart, this upper boundary is not reached until
the very end of the execution. While this could be considered unexpected (due to
the fact that the Proxel algorithm tends towards exponential growth), there are
several factors that influence the algorithm implemented in this thesis and that
could lead to such behavior. Firstly, as presented in Subsection 4.1.4 and Table
4.1, the different states of the HnMMs have different minimum and maximum du-
rations. These limits were used to introduce finite support for the instantaneous
rate function (IRF) values of the state transitions in the HnMMs. This impacts
the probability of existing and generated Proxels, thus leading to more Proxels
being discarded due to zero probability. A second factor which impacts the Proxel
count is the fact that several sensors have zero firing probability within certain
HnMM states, again causing more Proxels to be discarded.

The average execution time per trace also does not impose severe constraints, as
shown in Figure 5.2. As already mentioned, the observed variability 5.2 is caused
by the many factors influencing the number of generated Proxels per iteration, as
well as the overall CPU allocation for the execution of the program.

5.3.1 Comparison with previous publications

The papers presented in this section were selected from the already discussed works
of Baghezza et al. [3] and Chen et al. [8], and only those focusing on HMM-based
implementations and activity recognition were considered. Publications focusing
on recognizing visits or detecting anomalous behavior were not included.

Van Kasteren et al. [24] HMMmodel’s was evaluated against four different datasets,
and with different strategies for modeling the sensor readings (see Subsection 2.1.1
for details). The datasets contained readings from different types of sensors, in-
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(a) Total count of generated Proxels

(b) Count of Proxels generated per iteration

Figure 5.1: Proxel generation per trace for Set 01

cluding, among others, reed switches (used to detect the opening and closing of
doors and cupboards), infrared, pressure, and temperature sensors [24]. Within
the best-performing modeling strategies, the maximum weighted average accuracy
is 91.2%, and the minimum is 80.0%. Regarding the macro average, the maximum
lies at 76.0% and the minimum at 34.4%. The results across different datasets
vary considerably, and the authors attribute that to various factors such as the
shape of the data, the number and nature of sensors deployed, and the layout of
the residence where the data was recorded [24].

In another publication, van Kasteren et al. [25] implemented both an HMM and
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Figure 5.2: Baseline model average execution time per trace

a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) for activity recognition. The experiments
performed by the authors focused on the impact of the time slice length for dis-
cretizing sensor readings, as well as on the performance of the classifiers when
different feature representations were used. For the best-performing feature rep-
resentation, the changepoint, the average weighted accuracy for the HMM and
HSMM models ranges from 77.2% to 92.3%. The macro average for the F1-Score
has a minimum at 44.9% and a maximum at 72.4%; the macro averages for pre-
cision and recall range, respectively, between 41.4% and 70.5%, and 50.0% and
75.0% [25].

Similarly to this thesis, Ordóñez et al. [20] focused solely on binary sensors. The
authors, however, also include readings from reed switched and float sensors (for
detecting the flushing of the toilet). Similarly to van Kasteren et al. [24], differ-
ent modeling strategies were used for the sensor readings. Rather than accuracy,
the reported classification performance metric is the macro average for the F1-
score, and the model developed by the researchers is a combination of an HMM-
based model and a discriminative model (either support vector machine (SVM) or
artificial neural network (ANN)) [20]. The experiments were performed in five dif-
ferent datasets, and the results reported by the authors vary drastically from one
to another. Non-hybrid HMMs achieved a maximum average F1-score of 66.0%
and a minimum of 40.0%. The hybrid models, on the other hand, performed con-
siderably better, reaching a maximum average F1-score of 76.0% and a minimum
of 56.0%.
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Cook [9] has worked with several datasets from the CASAS project, and has eval-
uated the accuracy of several classifiers, including HMMs. The datasets chosen by
the author represent a wide variety of unsupervised residential configurations, in-
cluding younger adults, older adults, and residents with dementia [9]. The author
presents only the overall accuracy of the predictions, which is inevitably biased
towards the classification performance of majority classes. In the results for the
HMMs from the different datasets, the minimum accuracy was 57.83%, and the
maximum was 90.87% [9].

Tunca et al. [23] evaluated the performance of several classifiers with the ARAS
dataset. The multi-resident environment where the dataset was collected poses ad-
ditional challenges when compared to the setup of this thesis, since non-intrusive
environmental sensors do not allow for clear differentiation of which subject trig-
gered which emission [23]. As already discussed in Section 3.2, the ARAS dataset
contains sensors of seven different types, and 27 different activity labels. With
respect to the classification performance metrics used, they are the same as those
applied in this thesis. The authors report a minimum macro average for accuracy of
56.8% and a maximum of 84.6% for a single resident’s activities. The results from
the two different households are considerably different, and the authors attribute
such difference to the different layout of the residences where the experiments took
place [23].

5.4 Experiment 01 - Varying timesteps ∆t

As discussed in Section 2.2, the choice of the timestep presents a trade-off between
accuracy and efficiency. Smaller timesteps lead to more accurate predictions, but
require more computational resources [15, 18]. The main goal of this experiment
is to evaluate how the accuracy-efficiency trade-off evolves as larger timesteps are
chosen for the algorithm.

The following specifications describe the parameters of this experiment. All the
parameters, with exception of the timestep, are kept exactly as in the baseline
model, as to properly isolate the effects of the timestep variation in the performance
metrics.

• Timestep: ∆t ∈ {60s, 90s, 120s, 240s, 300s, 600s, 1200s}.

• Amount of Proxels retained in each iteration: 200 Proxels.
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• Timed transition distributions: Theoretical best-fit probability distri-
butions.

• Activity to Non-activity immediate transition probabilities: Not
time-dependent, equally distributed.

• Decision engine: Without a cutoff threshold, where the activity with the
highest probability is taken as the prediction.

• None label predictions: Not included, since the baseline decision engine is
not capable of predicting the label None.

Table 5.2 and Figures 5.3 and 5.4 present the summary of the classification and
computational performance metrics. Appendix B presents the detailed results per
label per timestep size.

∆t
Precision Recall F1-Score

Accuracy ∅ Gen. Proxels ∅ Time
Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro

60s 0.8759 0.5635 0.8530 0.5029 0.8558 0.5190 0.8530 1.09× 107 59.22s
90s 0.8732 0.5654 0.8582 0.5085 0.8594 0.5237 0.8582 6.12× 106 32.18s
120s 0.8753 0.5432 0.8537 0.4832 0.8576 0.5001 0.8537 5.19× 106 26.10s
240s 0.8362 0.3724 0.8161 0.3569 0.8230 0.3552 0.8161 1.79× 106 9.88s
300s 0.8300 0.3619 0.8040 0.3423 0.8134 0.3412 0.8040 1.52× 106 8.29s
600s 0.7496 0.2338 0.6820 0.2601 0.7084 0.2303 0.6820 4.43× 105 3.30s
1200s 0.7412 0.2322 0.7295 0.2471 0.7314 0.2258 0.7295 2.03× 105 1.65s

Table 5.2: Classification performance and resource utilization for varying ∆t

As expected, longer step sizes lead to lower CPU and memory requirements, but
have a negative impact on the classification results. The variability of the clas-
sification performance does not show significant decreases until the timestep of
120 seconds, after which both macro and weighted averages decrease consistently.
The fast decrease of the macro average, combined with the slower decrease of the
weighted average, shows that minority classes are particularly affected by the in-
crease in the timestep. The unexpected increase in the weighted average for the
Recall, F1-Score, and Accuracy metrics at the timestep length of 1200s is also a
result of such imbalance. Additionally, longer timesteps are particularly harmful
for short activities, since both the start and end of the activity may be contained
within a single timestep, resulting in the activity not being identified at all. Last
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Figure 5.3: Average, minimum and maximum classification performance for vary-
ing ∆t

but not least, it is important to highlight that larger timesteps lead to fewer time
slices, therefore decreasing the total count of predictions. This, in turn, decreases
the denominator of the weighted average calculation, which may also lead to the
unexpected increase in performance seen at ∆t = 1200s should the total number
of predictions decrease faster than the total number of correct predictions. As a
consequence, the performance results must be approached with caution and always
include the macro average (which is less susceptible to such phenomena), since the
weighted average may be biased, specially for longer timesteps.

In contrast with the classification performance, the computational performance
shows stable and predictable results. A percentage change in the timestep is fol-
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lowed by approximately the same percentage change in the average total generated
Proxels and in the average CPU time required to execute the experiment. Addi-
tionally, computational performance metrics show a very high correlation of 0.9997,
indicating that they vary in a very similar fashion.

With respect to which timestep should be the preferred choice, the system shows no
clear signs of degraded classification performance for timesteps lower than or equal
to ∆t = 120s. From the computational resource point of view, however, predictions
are roughly twice faster when using ∆t = 120s instead of ∆t = 60s, and half of
the memory capacity is required. Should there be any computational constraints
when running the prediction algorithm, a larger timestep of up to ∆t = 120s may
be attempted without significant negative impacts on the classification results.

Figure 5.4: Average resource consumption for varying ∆t

5.5 Experiment 02 - Varying amounts of retained
Proxels

The baseline model was run with a limit of 200 Proxels retained per iteration.
This measure was implemented to prevent the exponential growth of the Proxel
generation process. However, such method also discards Proxels which could have
influenced the predictions of the algorithm, and may negatively impact the clas-
sification performance due to its greedy nature. The goal of this experiment is
to evaluate how the prediction performance and resource requirements vary for
different quantities of Proxels retained per iteration.
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The following specifications describe the parameters of this experiment. All the
parameters, with exception of the number of Proxels retained, are kept exactly as
in the baseline model, as to properly isolate the effects of the quantity variation
in the performance metrics.

• Timestep: ∆t = 60s.

• Amount of Proxels retained in each iteration: # Proxels retained ∈
{10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000}.

• Timed transition distributions: Theoretical best-fit probability distri-
butions.

• Activity to Non-activity immediate transition probabilities: Not
time-dependent, equally distributed.

• Decision engine: Without a cutoff threshold, where the activity with the
highest probability is taken as the prediction.

• None label predictions: Not included, since the baseline decision engine is
not capable of predicting the label None.

Table 5.3 and Figures 5.5 and 5.6 present the summary of the classification and
computational performance metrics. Appendix B presents the detailed results per
label per number of Proxels retained.

# Proxels
Precision Recall F1-Score

Accuracy ∅ Gen. Proxels ∅ Time
Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro

10 0.8747 0.5560 0.8526 0.5027 0.8552 0.5169 0.8526 5.84× 105 12.84s
20 0.8752 0.5588 0.8531 0.5012 0.8557 0.5173 0.8531 1.15× 106 14.85s
50 0.8706 0.5451 0.8468 0.4868 0.8493 0.5007 0.8468 2.84× 106 42.62s
100 0.8730 0.5534 0.8499 0.4881 0.8524 0.5049 0.8499 5.61× 106 30.84s
200 0.8759 0.5638 0.8531 0.5030 0.8560 0.5200 0.8531 1.09× 107 56.47s
500 0.8761 0.5646 0.8534 0.5058 0.8562 0.5220 0.8534 2.58× 107 163.40s
1000 0.8782 0.5750 0.8552 0.5222 0.8582 0.5365 0.8552 4.85× 107 439.77s
2000 0.8750 0.5694 0.8524 0.4910 0.8544 0.5067 0.8524 7.61× 107 932.46s

Table 5.3: Classification performance and resource utilization for varying maxi-
mum quantities of Proxels retained per iteration
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The most striking finding of this experiment is the absence of any significant
variation in the classification performance of the algorithm, both for the macro and
the weighted averages. Even at the lower threshold of only 10 Proxels retained
per iteration, the algorithm performs as well as in the upper threshold of 2000
Proxels. The most likely explanation for such result is the sorting by descending
probability that is performed before truncating the list of generated Proxels. As
a consequence, only the less influential Proxels are discarded, thus not causing a
significant negative impact in the classification performance.

Figure 5.5: Average, minimum and maximum classification performance for vary-
ing quantities of Proxels retained per iteration

While the classification performance presents virtually no variation, the resource
requirements vary greatly for different configurations. As expected, keeping fewer
Proxels leads not only to faster executions, but also to considerably lower memory
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requirements. Computation times, however, do not vary proportionally to the
change in the number of retained Proxels. Decreasing this number from 200 to
10 leads to a decrease of only 4.4 times for the average execution time per trace.
This is most likely due to the fact that the algorithm performs various tasks other
than just generating Proxels, which are not affected by how many Proxels are
retained per iteration. On the other hand, an increase from 200 to 2000 retained
Proxels leads to an increase of 16.51 times for the average execution time. There
are two likely explanations for such phenomenon: (1) the longer lists of Proxels
require longer computation times for the sorting and probability normalization
operations, and (2) the large memory requirements of the algorithm require the
use of non-RAM memory, resulting in slower I/O operations.

Figure 5.6: Resource consumption for varying quantities of Proxels retained

Regarding the preferred choice for how many Proxels to retain, there is no clear
reason for preferring larger values, except if any additional computation or statistic
is to be performed in the individual retained Proxels. Lower numbers do not
seem to harm classification performance, and they clearly result in faster and less
memory-consuming programs. Nonetheless, the remaining experiments will start
from the configuration of the baseline model, as to provide unbiased comparisons.

5.6 Experiment 03 - Time-dependent
immediate transitions

The baseline model implemented a straightforward logic of distributing the im-
mediate transition probabilities equally among all the simultaneously enabled im-
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mediate transitions. As an example, in Figure 4.9 this would mean that each
immediate transition outgoing from the Not work place would receive a probabil-
ity of p1 = p2 = p3 = 1/3. As discussed in Subsection 4.1.4, such equal split does
not fully reflect reality. In the case of the Work activity, breaks at the beginning
of the day are more likely to be short breaks, while breaks at the end of day are
more likely to be night breaks or weekends.

The goal of this experiment is to evaluate whether introducing time-dependent
probabilities improves the overall classification performance of the algorithm. Prob-
abilities of immediate transitions are not equally split anymore; instead, they are
a function of the system time and follow the logic described above (early breaks
are more likely to be shorter, later breaks are more likely to be longer). Figure
5.7 illustrates the implementation of such time-dependent functions used in this
experiment. It differentiates only between short breaks and longer breaks; should
there be more than one longer break, the respective probability is still split equally
among them. This is purely a design decision, and different approaches could have
been implemented. However, the more intricate the solution, the stronger the
coupling it has to the underlying HnMM. Therefore, in order to prevent over-
fitting the calculations to specific HnMM structures, the more general approach
of differentiating only between shorter and longer breaks was adopted. Finally,
it is relevant to mention that the sum of these probabilities must still add up to
one. In the adopted solution, this is achieved by implementing the time-dependent
function only for the shorter breaks, and subtracting its result from one to obtain
the probability for the longer breaks.

Figure 5.7: Time-dependent transition probabilities
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The following specifications describe the parameters of this experiment. All the
parameters, with exception of the immediate transition probabilities, are kept
exactly as in the baseline model, as to properly isolate the effects of the new
probability estimation process.

• Timestep: ∆t = 60s.

• Amount of Proxels retained in each iteration: 200 Proxels.

• Timed transition distributions: Theoretical best-fit probability distri-
butions.

• Activity to Non-activity immediate transition probabilities: Time-
dependent, illustrated by Figure 5.7.

• Decision engine: Without a cutoff threshold, where the activity with the
highest probability is taken as the prediction.

• None label predictions: Not included, since the baseline decision engine is
not capable of predicting the label None.

Table 5.4 compares the performance of the current experiment with the baseline
model on an activity basis. As it can be seen, there is no clear improvement
in classification performance when introducing time-dependent immediate transi-
tions. The increase in the Precision for the Bed to toilet activity is offset by
a decrease in the Eating label, showing that there is no clearly superior strat-
egy. Additionally, the other metrics for the labels do not show any significant
improvements. Since the time-dependent transitions do not directly impact the
Proxel generation process (although there may be slight differences due to different
Proxel probabilities), the computational requirements of this experiment are not
examined in details.

5.7 Experiment 04 - Performance of algorithm with
cutoff threshold

One of the main limitations of the baseline model, discussed in Section 5.3, is the
inability to output the None label. In other words, it always outputs an activity
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Activity
Precision Recall F1-Score

Baseline Time dep. Baseline Time dep. Baseline Time dep.

Bed to toilet 0.2387 0.3079 0.2844 0.2448 0.2596 0.2727
Eating 0.7134 0.6067 0.5418 0.4909 0.6159 0.5427
Housekeeping 0.0269 0.0255 0.1450 0.1420 0.0454 0.0433
Meal preparation 0.8390 0.8310 0.7092 0.7172 0.7687 0.7699
Relax 0.9510 0.9527 0.7732 0.7602 0.8529 0.8456
Sleeping 0.8198 0.8176 0.9828 0.9854 0.8939 0.8937
Wash dishes 0.0130 0.0161 0.0129 0.0151 0.0130 0.0156
Work 0.9065 0.9042 0.5739 0.7616 0.7028 0.8268
Accuracy 0.8530 0.8505 0.8530 0.8505 0.8530 0.8505
Macro average 0.5635 0.5577 0.5029 0.5146 0.5190 0.5263
Weighted average 0.8759 0.8741 0.8530 0.8505 0.8558 0.8533

Table 5.4: Classification performance for the baseline model and model with
time-dependent transition probabilities

label based on the highest activity probability, independently of how small that
probability is. Evidently, this does not fully relate to the real world, since subjects
may perform activities which do not fit into any of the predefined labels of the
experiment.

The goal of this section is to analyze the impact of introducing a cutoff threshold
as discussed in Section 4.4. In order to achieve that, the section is divided into two
parts. Firstly, the classification performance of the algorithm with respect to the
activity labels (excluding the None predictions) is compared to that of the baseline
model. This aims at evaluating whether having the possibility of outputting None
labels leads to more precise activity predictions. In the second part, the experiment
turns to the overall classification performance when including the None labels in
the performance calculations.

The following specifications describe the parameters of this experiment. All pa-
rameters but the None label predictions are kept exactly as in the baseline model,
as to properly isolate the impact of adding the cutoff threshold.
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• Timestep: ∆t = 60s.

• Amount of Proxels retained in each iteration: 200 Proxels.

• Timed transition distributions: Theoretical best-fit probability distri-
butions.

• Activity to Non-activity immediate transition probabilities: Not
time-dependent, equally distributed.

• Decision engine: With cutoff threshold ∈ {0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2}

• None label predictions: Included, since the model is now capable of emit-
ting a None label if none of the individual activities has a probability greater
than the threshold.

5.7.1 Impact on activity predictions

As mentioned, this first subsection focuses on the impact of the adaptation on
the activity predictions without explicitly accounting for the None label in the
calculations. Table 5.5 and Figure 5.8 present the summary of the classification
performance metrics. Appendix B presents the detailed results per label per cutoff
threshold.

Thresh.
Precision Recall F1-Score

Accuracy ∅ Gen. Proxels ∅ Time
Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro

0 0.8759 0.5635 0.8530 0.5029 0.8558 0.5190 0.8530 1.09× 107 56.03s
0.01 0.8807 0.5794 0.8580 0.5152 0.8609 0.5333 0.8580 1.09× 107 53.99s
0.02 0.8827 0.5886 0.8595 0.5204 0.8625 0.5397 0.8595 1.09× 107 53.85s
0.05 0.8873 0.5941 0.8627 0.5333 0.8662 0.5479 0.8627 1.09× 107 53.82s
0.1 0.8921 0.5981 0.8661 0.5498 0.8701 0.5560 0.8661 1.09× 107 53.86s
0.15 0.8934 0.5996 0.8672 0.5543 0.8712 0.5588 0.8672 1.09× 107 55.52s
0.2 0.8941 0.6011 0.8679 0.5572 0.8718 0.5610 0.8679 1.09× 107 55.59s

Table 5.5: Classification performance and resource utilization for different cutoff
thresholds when not including the None predictions

Although most of the metrics slightly increase as the cutoff threshold increases,
these results should be interpreted with a degree of caution. The reason is the
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same as the phenomenon described in Section 5.4. More specifically, introducing
the cutoff threshold causes the system to output None labels, which are excluded
from the calculations here. Therefore, the total number of label instances decreases
as the cutoff threshold increases. Even if the numerator in the performance metrics
remains the same, a smaller denominator will automatically lead to better results.
Thus, despite the increasing numbers, there is no clear evidence that including the
cutoff threshold leads to better activity predictions when not accounting for the
None label.

Figure 5.8: Average, minimum and maximum classification performance for vary-
ing cutoff thresholds when not including the None predictions

With respect to the resource consumption, the results are as expected. Since the
cutoff threshold does not influence the Proxel generation and pruning processes, the
average total number of generated Proxels is identical in each run of the algorithm.
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The computation time presents some variability, however, as it has already been
discussed, the run time of the program always presents some degree of randomness
due to factors external to the script.

5.7.2 Classification performance when including the None label

While the previous subsection focused on the activities labels, this subsection
discusses the overall algorithm performance when including the None label. Table
5.6 and Figure 5.9 present the summary of the classification performance metrics.

Thresh.
Precision Recall F1-Score

Accuracy ∅ Gen. Proxels ∅ Time
Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro

0 0.4137 0.2995 0.5715 0.4470 0.4743 0.3473 0.5715 1.09× 107 56.03s
0.01 0.5903 0.3664 0.5760 0.4477 0.4861 0.3560 0.5760 1.09× 107 53.99s
0.02 0.6198 0.3843 0.5808 0.4489 0.4993 0.3652 0.5808 1.09× 107 53.85s
0.05 0.6670 0.4049 0.5964 0.4534 0.5341 0.3796 0.5964 1.09× 107 53.82s
0.1 0.6897 0.4161 0.6109 0.4568 0.5641 0.3911 0.6109 1.09× 107 53.86s
0.15 0.6922 0.4194 0.6144 0.4565 0.5712 0.3943 0.6144 1.09× 107 55.52s
0.2 0.6933 0.4217 0.6166 0.4561 0.5757 0.3964 0.6166 1.09× 107 55.59s

Table 5.6: Classification performance and resource utilization for different cutoff
thresholds when including the None predictions

As it can be seen, the overall classification performance is relatively poor when
compared to the previous results. Additionally, the macro average falls in the lower
end when considering the performance achieved in other publications (see Subsec-
tion 5.3.1). It is not clear, however, which of the aforementioned publications
included the None label in their results.

Nonetheless, there is a clear increase in the Precision metric when introducing a
cutoff threshold of 0.01. This is probably due to the fact that the decision engine
is not "forced" to output a label when all the activities have low probabilities. As a
consequence, the number of false positive for activity labels decreases, driving the
Precision metric upwards. Although there is a slight positive trend is the other
indicators, there is no clear sign that the cutoff threshold was able to properly
model the concept of not performing any activity.
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Figure 5.9: Average, minimum and maximum classification performance for vary-
ing cutoff thresholds when including the None predictions
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This research aimed primarily at proposing a comprehensive framework for apply-
ing virtual stochastic sensors (VSSs) to the field of ambient assisted living (AAL).
In order to accomplish this goal, it has covered four major areas within the mod-
eling and simulation fields.

Firstly, it presented several recommended characteristics of the data when prepar-
ing it for use in a VSS-based human activity recognition (HAR) algorithm. In
this area, the most important aspect is to properly derive the activity durations
from the labeled data, since they play a major role in multiple steps of the main
algorithm.

Secondly, it covered many of the different aspects related to the conceptual model-
ing of user models for the underlying HAR system. It has shown that the range of
possibilities is considerably vast, and that, although the modeler has some degree
of freedom, several guidelines must be followed so that am efficient model is con-
structed. More specifically, the Proxel algorithm requires a relatively small number
of hidden states in order to prevent a rapid exponential growth of the number of
generated Proxels. Finally, it has covered the details of modeling all the other
necessary inputs for the hidden non-Markovian model (HnMM)-based system, in-
cluding, among others, the estimation of the timed transitions distributions and
the estimation of output symbol probabilities.

Thirdly, it performed several experiments to evaluate whether the conceived system
could correctly identify activities within a single-resident household. It has shown
that, although the system does not entirely capture the notion of not performing
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any activity (the None label), it successfully identifies many of the activity labels
from the chosen dataset.

Finally, throughout the conceptual modeling and experiment evaluation phases,
this thesis has discussed several limitations and constraints inherent to the VSS
modeling paradigm which may have an impact in HAR. These observations are
relevant not only to recognize the boundaries of VSSs, but also, and more impor-
tantly, to identify which areas present a strong potential for improvement through
future research.

6.1 Future work

Although this research has covered many aspects of applying VSS to the field
AAL, many possibilities still remain untouched. This section discusses several
areas which offer sensible opportunities for future research and for the extension
of the overall framework proposed by this thesis.

The first possibility relates to evaluating whether the adopted modeling strategy
leads to equally satisfactory results in other datasets. As discussed in Section
3.2, many datasets with varying characteristics are publicly available for academic
research and could be used for further evaluating the proposed model. Closely
related to this is the possibility of extending the current framework to integrate
other types of sensors included in many publicly available datasets, such as door,
temperature, humidity and pressure sensors. Questions related to how the frame-
work would have to be extended to account for sensors of different natures offer
the opportunity not only for further research, but also for sensible improvements
in the classification performance of the model. Furthermore, the relevance and
applicability of VSSs for data collected from wearable sensors also remains open
and can be explored in future research. Another aspect of immediate application
is whether VSSs can effectively handle multi-subject datasets. As discussed in
[23], multi-resident activity recognition using environmental sensors proves to be
particularly challenging given the lack of a direct link between the subject’s actions
and the sensor emissions. Whether VSSs can successfully tackle these challenges
is a promising area of research.

Evidently, the question of how a better classification performance can be achieved
still remains open. Section 5.3 has shown that, although the baseline model pro-
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vides satisfactory results, it does not significantly outperform other classifiers. The
modeling assumptions and simplifications introduced in this feasibility study are
probably too restrictive, not allowing for the model to capture all the nuances of
the day-to-day dynamics of the subjects. Additionally, the prediction performance
significantly dropped when including the None label predictions. Expanding the
research on how the user models can be extended through more complex HnMM
architectures offers an interesting area of further research. Another possibility for
improving the classification performance is the integration of discriminative mod-
els for estimating sensor emission probabilities as proposed in [20]. Although the
single model approach adopted by this thesis has been adopted by several papers
[23–25], it is definitely worth exploring whether hybrid variations lead to significant
performance improvements.
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Appendix A

Data analysis

This appendix provides the details of the remaining theoretical distributions and
Q-Q plots for the example mentioned in Section 4.2. Additionally, it provides the
full matrix of transition probabilities when switching activities. The probabilities
of transitioning to the same activity are omitted since they do not characterize a
switch of activities.
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Figure A.1: Best-fit theoretical distributions and Q-Q plots for all activities
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Figure A.1: Best-fit theoretical distributions and Q-Q plots for all activities
(cont.)
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Figure A.1: Best-fit theoretical distributions and Q-Q plots for all activities
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Appendix B

Experiments

This appendix presents the detailed results on an activity basis for the experiments
from Sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.7.

Actual
Predicted Bed to

toilet Eating Housekeeping Meal
preparation Relax Sleeping Wash

dishes Work All

Bed to toilet 122 0 2 0 1 304 0 0 429
Eating 0 1339 83 170 757 180 1 6 2536
Housekeeping 15 20 93 65 410 61 1 4 669
Meal preparation 0 113 1262 8580 1125 312 847 15 12254
Relax 0 181 1458 831 75326 19308 81 142 97327
Sleeping 376 5 98 69 1053 92734 0 6 94341
Wash dishes 0 4 4 401 50 0 6 0 465
Work 0 204 136 130 484 208 0 1762 2924
All 513 1866 3136 10246 79206 113107 936 1935 210945

Table B.1: Confusion matrix for the baseline model predictions
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B.1 Experiment 1 - Varying ∆t

Activity
∆t = 60s ∆t = 90s

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.2387 0.2844 0.2596 429 0.2958 0.4246 0.3487 285
Eating 0.7134 0.5418 0.6159 2536 0.7041 0.4991 0.5841 1683
Housekeeping 0.0269 0.1450 0.0454 669 0.0237 0.0948 0.0379 443
Meal preparation 0.8390 0.7092 0.7687 12254 0.7905 0.6773 0.7295 8156
Relax 0.9510 0.7732 0.8529 97327 0.9359 0.7932 0.8586 64907
Sleeping 0.8198 0.9828 0.8939 94341 0.8354 0.9788 0.9015 62910
Wash dishes 0.0130 0.0129 0.0130 465 0.0287 0.0325 0.0304 308
Work 0.9065 0.5739 0.7028 2924 0.9092 0.5674 0.6987 1958
Accuracy 0.8530 0.8530 0.8530 - 0.8582 0.8582 0.8582 -
Macro average 0.5635 0.5029 0.5190 - 0.5654 0.5085 0.5237 -
Weighted average 0.8759 0.8530 0.8558 - 0.8732 0.8582 0.8594 -

(a) Results for ∆t = 60s and ∆t = 90s

Activity
∆t = 120s ∆t = 240s

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.2235 0.2651 0.2426 215 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 100
Eating 0.6398 0.4381 0.5201 1269 0.2253 0.1827 0.2018 624
Housekeeping 0.0187 0.1164 0.0322 335 0.0140 0.1166 0.0249 163
Meal preparation 0.7600 0.6631 0.7083 6142 0.6022 0.6166 0.6093 3020
Relax 0.9451 0.7860 0.8582 48694 0.8975 0.7805 0.8349 23945
Sleeping 0.8372 0.9795 0.9028 47203 0.8474 0.9266 0.8853 23360
Wash dishes 0.0200 0.0258 0.0225 233 0.0061 0.0168 0.0089 119
Work 0.9012 0.5918 0.7145 1465 0.3867 0.2154 0.2767 729
Accuracy 0.8537 0.8537 0.8537 - 0.8161 0.8161 0.8161 -
Macro average 0.5432 0.4832 0.5001 - 0.3724 0.3569 0.3552 -
Weighted average 0.8753 0.8537 0.8576 - 0.8362 0.8161 0.8230 -

(b) Results for ∆t = 120s and ∆t = 240s

Table B.2: Detailed experiment results for varying ∆t
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Activity
∆t = 300s ∆t = 600s

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 67 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 29
Eating 0.1083 0.1090 0.1086 468 0.0388 0.0578 0.0464 225
Housekeeping 0.0077 0.0792 0.0141 101 0.0039 0.0600 0.0072 50
Meal preparation 0.5446 0.6098 0.5754 2112 0.1049 0.0926 0.0984 1058
Relax 0.8875 0.7640 0.8212 17175 0.8033 0.6135 0.6957 8594
Sleeping 0.8500 0.9188 0.8831 16618 0.8263 0.8638 0.8446 8317
Wash dishes 0.0074 0.0247 0.0114 81 0.0051 0.0227 0.0083 44
Work 0.4898 0.2330 0.3158 515 0.0878 0.3705 0.1420 251
Accuracy 0.8040 0.8040 0.8040 - 0.6820 0.6820 0.6820 -
Macro average 0.3619 0.3423 0.3412 - 0.2338 0.2601 0.2303 -
Weighted average 0.8300 0.8040 0.8134 - 0.7496 0.6820 0.7084 -

(c) Results for ∆t = 300s and ∆t = 600s

Activity
∆t = 1200s

Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 16
Eating 0.0323 0.0219 0.0261 137
Housekeeping 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 36
Meal preparation 0.1304 0.0295 0.0481 611
Relax 0.7791 0.7098 0.7428 4800
Sleeping 0.8345 0.8850 0.8590 4713
Wash dishes 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 26
Work 0.0813 0.3310 0.1306 142
Accuracy 0.7295 0.7295 0.7295 -
Macro average 0.2322 0.2471 0.2258 -
Weighted average 0.7412 0.7295 0.7314 -

(d) Results for ∆t = 1200s

Table B.2: Detailed experiment results for varying ∆t (cont.)
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B.2 Experiment 2 - Varying retained Proxels

Activity
10 Proxels retained 20 Proxels retained

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.2500 0.3054 0.2749 429 0.2387 0.2844 0.2596 429
Eating 0.6672 0.5067 0.5760 2536 0.6773 0.5189 0.5876 2536
Housekeeping 0.0296 0.1465 0.0493 669 0.0279 0.1465 0.0469 669
Meal preparation 0.8353 0.7216 0.7743 12254 0.8366 0.7089 0.7675 12254
Relax 0.9524 0.7729 0.8533 97327 0.9524 0.7731 0.8534 97327
Sleeping 0.8196 0.9823 0.8936 94341 0.8198 0.9828 0.8939 94341
Wash dishes 0.0132 0.0129 0.0130 465 0.0124 0.0129 0.0126 465
Work 0.8664 0.6187 0.7219 2924 0.8919 0.6094 0.7241 2924
Accuracy 0.8536 0.8536 0.8536 - 0.8532 0.8532 0.8532 -
Macro average 0.5542 0.5084 0.5195 - 0.5571 0.5046 0.5182 -
Weighted average 0.8751 0.8536 0.8560 - 0.8757 0.8532 0.8559 -

(a) Results for 10 and 20 retained Proxels per iteration

Activity
50 Proxels retained 100 Proxels retained

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.2392 0.2844 0.2599 429 0.2392 0.2844 0.2599 429
Eating 0.6190 0.5189 0.5646 2536 0.6539 0.5335 0.5876 2536
Housekeeping 0.0273 0.1510 0.0462 669 0.0263 0.1450 0.0445 669
Meal preparation 0.8030 0.7096 0.7535 12254 0.8204 0.7079 0.7600 12254
Relax 0.9514 0.7616 0.8459 97327 0.9507 0.7680 0.8497 97327
Sleeping 0.8153 0.9829 0.8913 94341 0.8176 0.9829 0.8927 94341
Wash dishes 0.0123 0.0129 0.0126 465 0.0129 0.0129 0.0129 465
Work 0.8611 0.4836 0.6194 2924 0.8948 0.4915 0.6344 2924
Accuracy 0.8462 0.8462 0.8462 - 0.8493 0.8493 0.8493 -
Macro average 0.5411 0.4881 0.4992 - 0.5520 0.4908 0.5052 -
Weighted average 0.8702 0.8462 0.8488 - 0.8728 0.8493 0.8520 -

(b) Results for 50 and 100 retained Proxels per iteration

Table B.3: Detailed experiment results for varying numbers of Proxels retained
per iteration
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Activity
200 Proxels retained 500 Proxels retained

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.2387 0.2844 0.2596 429 0.2387 0.2844 0.2596 429
Eating 0.7134 0.5418 0.6159 2536 0.7294 0.5442 0.6233 2536
Housekeeping 0.0269 0.1450 0.0454 669 0.0274 0.1465 0.0461 669
Meal preparation 0.8390 0.7092 0.7687 12254 0.8394 0.7097 0.7691 12254
Relax 0.9510 0.7732 0.8529 97327 0.9519 0.7733 0.8534 97327
Sleeping 0.8198 0.9828 0.8939 94341 0.8201 0.9828 0.8941 94341
Wash dishes 0.0130 0.0129 0.0130 465 0.0257 0.0258 0.0258 465
Work 0.9065 0.5739 0.7028 2924 0.9156 0.6310 0.7471 2924
Accuracy 0.8530 0.8530 0.8530 - 0.8539 0.8539 0.8539 -
Macro average 0.5635 0.5029 0.5190 - 0.5685 0.5122 0.5273 -
Weighted average 0.8759 0.8530 0.8558 - 0.8768 0.8539 0.8569 -

(c) Results for 200 and 500 retained Proxels per iteration

Activity
1000 Proxels retained 2000 Proxels retained

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.2387 0.2844 0.2596 429 0.2387 0.2844 0.2596 429
Eating 0.7854 0.5469 0.6448 2536 0.7542 0.2843 0.4129 2536
Housekeeping 0.0275 0.1465 0.0463 669 0.0261 0.1465 0.0444 669
Meal preparation 0.8431 0.7100 0.7708 12254 0.8356 0.7103 0.7679 12254
Relax 0.9530 0.7732 0.8538 97327 0.9480 0.7735 0.8519 97327
Sleeping 0.8203 0.9828 0.8942 94341 0.8201 0.9828 0.8941 94341
Wash dishes 0.0258 0.0258 0.0258 465 0.0251 0.0258 0.0254 465
Work 0.9191 0.7302 0.8138 2924 0.9103 0.7360 0.8139 2924
Accuracy 0.8553 0.8553 0.8553 - 0.8524 0.8524 0.8524 -
Macro average 0.5766 0.5250 0.5386 - 0.5698 0.4929 0.5088 -
Weighted average 0.8784 0.8553 0.8584 - 0.8750 0.8524 0.8545 -

(d) Results for 1000 and 2000 retained Proxels per iteration

Table B.3: Detailed experiment results for varying numbers of Proxels retained
per iteration (cont.)
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B.3 Experiment 4 - Varying cutoff thresholds

Activity
Cutoff threshold: 0 Cutoff threshold: 0.01

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.2387 0.2844 0.2596 429 0.2402 0.2857 0.2610 427
Eating 0.7134 0.5418 0.6159 2536 0.8125 0.5569 0.6609 2451
Housekeeping 0.0269 0.1450 0.0454 669 0.0276 0.1459 0.0464 665
Meal preparation 0.8390 0.7092 0.7687 12254 0.8501 0.7191 0.7791 12083
Relax 0.9510 0.7732 0.8529 97327 0.9538 0.7773 0.8566 96701
Sleeping 0.8198 0.9828 0.8939 94341 0.8234 0.9845 0.8968 94092
Wash dishes 0.0130 0.0129 0.0130 465 0.0136 0.0129 0.0132 465
Work 0.9065 0.5739 0.7028 2924 0.9140 0.6396 0.7525 2608
Accuracy 0.8530 0.8530 0.8530 - 0.8580 0.8580 0.8580 -
Macro average 0.5635 0.5029 0.5190 - 0.5794 0.5152 0.5333 -
Weighted average 0.8759 0.8530 0.8558 - 0.8807 0.8580 0.8609 -

(a) Results for 0 and 0.01 cutoff thresholds

Activity
Cutoff threshold: 0.02 Cutoff threshold: 0.05

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.2402 0.2857 0.2610 427 0.2411 0.2857 0.2615 427
Eating 0.8605 0.5626 0.6804 2412 0.8799 0.5756 0.6959 2342
Housekeeping 0.0277 0.1490 0.0467 651 0.0281 0.1786 0.0485 543
Meal preparation 0.8628 0.7234 0.7869 12012 0.8718 0.7411 0.8011 11713
Relax 0.9551 0.7774 0.8571 96122 0.9622 0.7778 0.8602 95574
Sleeping 0.8236 0.9852 0.8972 93995 0.8239 0.9858 0.8976 93904
Wash dishes 0.0136 0.0132 0.0134 454 0.0136 0.0138 0.0137 435
Work 0.9250 0.6671 0.7751 2496 0.9320 0.7081 0.8048 2343
Accuracy 0.8595 0.8595 0.8595 - 0.8627 0.8627 0.8627 -
Macro average 0.5886 0.5204 0.5397 - 0.5941 0.5333 0.5479 -
Weighted average 0.8827 0.8595 0.8625 - 0.8873 0.8627 0.8662 -

(b) Results for 0.02 and 0.05 cutoff thresholds

Table B.4: Detailed experiment results for varying cutoff thresholds without None
labels
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Activity
Cutoff threshold: 0.1 Cutoff threshold: 0.15

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.2435 0.2857 0.2629 427 0.2445 0.2857 0.2635 427
Eating 0.8953 0.5892 0.7106 2249 0.8994 0.5956 0.7166 2191
Housekeeping 0.0286 0.2310 0.0510 420 0.0288 0.2388 0.0514 402
Meal preparation 0.8737 0.7654 0.8159 11315 0.8748 0.7706 0.8194 11200
Relax 0.9709 0.7779 0.8638 95198 0.9732 0.7782 0.8648 94957
Sleeping 0.8241 0.9865 0.8980 93802 0.8243 0.9868 0.8982 93753
Wash dishes 0.0139 0.0140 0.0139 430 0.0140 0.0140 0.0140 428
Work 0.9348 0.7490 0.8317 2203 0.9378 0.7649 0.8426 2148
Accuracy 0.8661 0.8661 0.8661 - 0.8672 0.8672 0.8672 -
Macro average 0.5981 0.5498 0.5560 - 0.5996 0.5543 0.5588 -
Weighted average 0.8921 0.8661 0.8701 - 0.8934 0.8672 0.8712 -

(c) Results for 0.1 and 0.15 cutoff thresholds

Activity
Cutoff threshold: 0.2

Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.2445 0.2857 0.2635 427
Eating 0.9077 0.6007 0.7230 2144
Housekeeping 0.0291 0.2424 0.0520 396
Meal preparation 0.8762 0.7734 0.8216 11144
Relax 0.9744 0.7783 0.8654 94751
Sleeping 0.8244 0.9871 0.8984 93716
Wash dishes 0.0141 0.0141 0.0141 427
Work 0.9386 0.7761 0.8496 2108
Accuracy 0.8679 0.8679 0.8679 -
Macro average 0.6011 0.5572 0.5610 -
Weighted average 0.8941 0.8679 0.8718 -

(d) Results for 0.2 cutoff threshold

Table B.4: Detailed experiment results for varying cutoff thresholds without None
labels (cont.)
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Activity
Cutoff threshold: 0 Cutoff threshold: 0.01

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.0627 0.2844 0.1027 429 0.0637 0.2844 0.1041 429
Eating 0.3496 0.5418 0.4250 2536 0.3918 0.5382 0.4535 2536
Housekeeping 0.0058 0.1450 0.0112 669 0.0059 0.1450 0.0113 669
Meal preparation 0.5054 0.7092 0.5902 12254 0.5132 0.7091 0.5954 12254
None 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 103899 0.5253 0.0155 0.0301 103899
Relax 0.7001 0.7732 0.7348 97327 0.7051 0.7723 0.7372 97327
Sleeping 0.5675 0.9828 0.7195 94341 0.5707 0.9819 0.7218 94341
Wash dishes 0.0071 0.0129 0.0091 465 0.0081 0.0129 0.0100 465
Work 0.4970 0.5739 0.5327 2924 0.5140 0.5705 0.5408 2924
Accuracy 0.5715 0.5715 0.5715 - 0.5760 0.5760 0.5760 -
Macro average 0.2995 0.4470 0.3473 - 0.3664 0.4477 0.3560 -
Weighted average 0.4137 0.5715 0.4743 - 0.5903 0.5760 0.4861 -

(a) Results for 0 and 0.01 cutoff thresholds

Activity
Cutoff threshold: 0.02 Cutoff threshold: 0.05

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.0639 0.2844 0.1044 429 0.0653 0.2844 0.1063 429
Eating 0.4419 0.5351 0.4840 2536 0.4634 0.5315 0.4951 2536
Housekeeping 0.0059 0.1450 0.0113 669 0.0059 0.1450 0.0114 669
Meal preparation 0.5236 0.7091 0.6024 12254 0.5363 0.7083 0.6104 12254
None 0.6033 0.0348 0.0658 103899 0.7095 0.0861 0.1536 103899
Relax 0.7139 0.7678 0.7399 97327 0.7508 0.7638 0.7572 97327
Sleeping 0.5708 0.9816 0.7219 94341 0.5711 0.9812 0.7220 94341
Wash dishes 0.0081 0.0129 0.0100 465 0.0083 0.0129 0.0101 465
Work 0.5272 0.5694 0.5475 2924 0.5338 0.5674 0.5501 2924
Accuracy 0.5808 0.5808 0.5808 - 0.5964 0.5964 0.5964 -
Macro average 0.3843 0.4489 0.3652 - 0.4049 0.4534 0.3796 -
Weighted average 0.6198 0.5808 0.4993 - 0.6670 0.5964 0.5341 -

(b) Results for 0.02 and 0.05 cutoff thresholds

Table B.5: Detailed experiment results for varying cutoff thresholds with None
labels
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Activity
Cutoff threshold: 0.1 Cutoff threshold: 0.15

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.0666 0.2844 0.1079 429 0.0676 0.2844 0.1092 429
Eating 0.4830 0.5225 0.5020 2536 0.4970 0.5146 0.5056 2536
Housekeeping 0.0060 0.1450 0.0116 669 0.0060 0.1435 0.0115 669
Meal preparation 0.5412 0.7067 0.6130 12254 0.5452 0.7043 0.6146 12254
None 0.7392 0.1337 0.2264 103899 0.7368 0.1465 0.2444 103899
Relax 0.7910 0.7609 0.7757 97327 0.8003 0.7592 0.7792 97327
Sleeping 0.5713 0.9809 0.7221 94341 0.5715 0.9807 0.7222 94341
Wash dishes 0.0085 0.0129 0.0102 465 0.0086 0.0129 0.0103 465
Work 0.5376 0.5643 0.5506 2924 0.5419 0.5619 0.5517 2924
Accuracy 0.6109 0.6109 0.6109 - 0.6144 0.6144 0.6144 -
Macro average 0.4161 0.4568 0.3911 - 0.4194 0.4565 0.3943 -
Weighted average 0.6897 0.6109 0.5641 - 0.6922 0.6144 0.5712 -

(c) Results for 0.1 and 0.15 cutoff thresholds

Activity
Cutoff threshold: 0.2

Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bed to toilet 0.0684 0.2844 0.1103 429
Eating 0.5081 0.5079 0.5080 2536
Housekeeping 0.0061 0.1435 0.0116 669
Meal preparation 0.5488 0.7034 0.6165 12254
None 0.7342 0.1550 0.2560 103899
Relax 0.8058 0.7577 0.7810 97327
Sleeping 0.5717 0.9805 0.7223 94341
Wash dishes 0.0087 0.0129 0.0104 465
Work 0.5439 0.5595 0.5516 2924
Accuracy 0.6166 0.6166 0.6166 -
Macro average 0.4217 0.4561 0.3964 -
Weighted average 0.6933 0.6166 0.5757 -

(d) Results for 0.2 cutoff threshold

Table B.5: Detailed experiment results for varying cutoff thresholds with None
labels (cont.)
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